
Worlds Plot 461 

Chapter 461 - 9.80 Second Blue Star - Repair 

The Dragon Emperor, Phoenix Emperor, and the White Tiger Emperor had all perished under the Hell 

flames ignited by the Ghost King. Their howls only lasted for a few minutes before they disappeared 

completely from the world. Those who had witnessed such a mysterious scene left them dumbfounded. 

Among the group, only the Xue brothers, the Fox God, the Ghost King, and the Evil God of this world 

reacted calmly. 

Xia Jieye gently carried the sleeping Xue Hua in his arms. Seeing him carrying away their wife, Ye Xiajie 

had reacted uncalled for. 

"Where are you bringing Jing'er?" asked Ye Xiajie, his face is as dark as ink. 

Seeing his other self's ugly expression he knew that their possessiveness is so strong that he could bear 

even himself to have their wife on his own. He himself actually isn't willing to share his little one with 

this bastard as well. 

Scoffing at the ghost king opening, Xia Jieye replied, "Bring him to the bedroom. You do not have to 

worry about anything else, in this world I myself am not willing to hold him. I couldn't even kiss him with 

this malevolent physique. As a Yaoguai God, anything that involves desires would become food for me 

instead. Instead of being jealous, clean up this place instead our little one had been an extremely clean 

freak by nature." 

After saying these words everyone understood that the man before them is an Evil being. This is the first 

time they've heard about a Yaoguai reaching God's state with immortal strength. It must be thanks to 

his powerful soul that he could even overwhelm the Heavenly Laws himself. Ye Xiajie calmed down 

when he heard about Xia Jieye's physique. 

As a man who loves Hei Anjing the most, he knew that for someone like Xia Jieye who possesses their 

whole memories, he wouldn't be like him who would unintentionally hurt their wife. That's right, unlike 

him who didn't know a few things about their past, this God of Void knew everything that there is to 

know. He could only watch his other self walk away carrying Xue Hua who was sleeping. 

Everyone from their original group knew that even after merging and getting reborn in this world was 

not enough to heal the injuries of Hei Anjing. In the first place, his soul was never complete. The energy 

he collected from this world is only enough to stabilize his soul and not let it fade away. 

The Ghost King averted his eyes and clicked his tongue. With a snap of a finger, every puddle of blood 

and corpses were instantly burned by the hell flames. It perished as it had never existed in the first 

place. He then looked at his subordinates. System Yue even materialized in the human form beside the 

Fox God and Xue Yan. His eyes were cold and aloof as always. He is the Lord God whose eyes only soften 

in the presence of his wife. 

Ye Xiajie spoke, "Warden Lou, Yue, return this courtyard and the whole disheveled mountain to normal. 

Afterward, begin the repair of this world. As for this world's characters, I mean the guests, Xue Yan will 

handle their needs. I need to talk to him in private, do not call us unless it is important or it's time for 

dinner." 



"As you wish, Lord God!" All three of them responded with their heads lowered and respectfully saluting 

towards the Godly figure before them. 

Only after he finished issuing orders that Ye Xiajie took a step that made him appear a mile away. He 

instantly disappeared in front of them. No one tried to stop the three from leaving just based on what 

they had witnessed it is clear to say that Xue Hua, Xia Jieye, and Ye Xiajie were not merely ordinary 

Gods. Even for Demigods like Shen Ling and Xie Yi, these three are beyond their understanding. They are 

beings whose strength is unparalleled in this world. 

Plus they've heard them call this world a Mid-tier star. This can only mean that even the planets have 

ranks and the world energy this world possesses is only in the middle range within an unknown ranking 

for them. For humans like Ou Ya and Lin Ye what they had experienced is something they wouldn't 

understand unless they've reached the cultivation stage of a God. 

As for the Demigods like Shen Ling and Xie Ye who had peered on the truth of the world could somehow 

guess that the group of Xue Hua composed of the Ghost King, Yaoguai God, Fox God, and Xue Yan had 

identities that are beyond what the world knew. And among the five of them, the Fox God and that 

young-looking teenager are subordinates that serve the Ghost King and the Yaoguai God. As they said, 

these two men were both a part of one person. They are the same person. 

Meanwhile, Xue Hua's identity is quite special. He is the wife of the immortal lords. Moreover, he seems 

to be an immortal with injuries in his soul and went to this star to take a rest. But this fact is enough to 

tell the other that his strength might be not far from the Xia Jieye and Ye Xiajie who could instakill high 

gods of their world. Even as a cultivator that is considered the strongest in the Upper Realm, under the 

eyes of the three immortal beings they aren't much different from an ant. They could kill them with a 

single wave of their hands and this left everyone astonished and stunned. 

SILENCE~ 

Ou Ya, Lin Ye, Demigod Shen Ling, and Demigod Xie Yi were standing like statues to where they currently 

are. Hu Yue and System Yue had made their move to return the whole mountain and everything in it to 

normal. They must also create a formation that would separate the whole mountain so it wouldn't be 

affected when the world undergoes repairs and reset to its original state. 

Repairing the world is usually only done by Repairers from the God System. They weren't like the 

Executioners whose only job is to kill and eliminate destroyers that entered illegally in the world. Most 

worlds where executioners had gone to are stars that are evidently about to die. They had orders to 

clean up all the bugs before the world entered the reset mode. 

In the God System, Executioners and Repairers usually work as a team. Only Stabilizers are flexible. They 

could work it either or work alone. After all, if the situation in a star is already beyond stabilization the 

jobs would fall on Executioners and Repairers. The cultivators who work as Stabilizers could never go 

against the Heavenly Laws of the world as they need to work together with it to control the whole star 

and make sure its state had returned to normal. 

Executioners and Repairers on the other hand would only come over a world if the bugs in the World 

Database of a Star are already beyond the control of Stabilizers. It was like reformatting a program. In 

this case, the program is the Heavenly Laws of each world. This Heavenly law is a collection of wills that 



keeps the world balanced. The bugs that affected the programs were being called destroyers or 

Worldhoppers that went against the world plot. They are like viruses that disrupt the stability of a world. 

The Executioners' and Repairers' task is to handle the bugs. Executioner kills the bugs while the 

Repairers initiate time-reversal which could only mean resetting. Once the world is undergoing a reset 

the possibility of the main characters in each world plot can be replaced especially when they got 

infected by a virus. Once those characters are replaced the world plot would also change. 

In rare cases, there are worlds that would enter upgrades. This only happens when the world itself 

reaches a threshold that would allow it to increase the world's energy. Every upgrade is controlled by 

the God System as all Universes, Stars and World out there are under their control. 

Right now the Ghost World Hei Anjing and the rest are about to be reset. This is because not only the 

Heavenly Laws of this world were eaten by the God of Void even the Protagonists Shou and Gong were 

both killed as well plus the world plot of this world had been totally broken by Hei Anjing and the rest. 

Normally their group wouldn't care about world destruction or resetting but in this world, Xue Hua is 

unable to leave. Since he was reincarnated in this world with a vessel born in this star, he must live a 

whole lifespan of a human in this world only then his soul would be free to ascend beyond this star. 

That's why Ye Xiajie ordered the world to be repaired instead of directly resetting it. As they still needed 

to stay in this world for a few decades until the vessel of Xue Hue died in natural death. 

After System Yue and Hu Yue disappear to do their tasks, Xue Yan remains to make the other three 

make a choice. He had a serious expression on his face and looked at the four people in front of him 

with an observing gaze. It is completely different from how he would usually interact with Ou Ya and Lin 

Ye as his friends or when treating the two Demigods as seniors. 

His light golden eyes are dull and his face is expressionless. He looks like he is facing strangers but this is 

what Yun Ming is when working. He is the type to only follow orders without question and everything 

must be completed with 100 percent success. Almost most Gods are perfectionists like this as they were 

aloof in the first place they would never care about the others unless necessary. 

Of course, the four of them realized the change of atmosphere around Xue Yan. Even though his 

presence wasn't as overbearing as what the Ghost King and the God of Void possess, it is undeniable 

that the Xue Yan who stood before them is a God that is stronger than the Mythical Emperor from 

before. Plus his aura was restrained by something but it is enough to make these four nervous. 

Ou Ya protected Lin Ye behind him and asked, "A-Are you... Still Xue Yan? The Yanyan we know?" 

"This vessel's name is Xue Yan. I had taken over this body for 15 years," replied Prisoner Yun Ming. 

Lin Ye spoke, "15 years ago you were only a teenager whose age was 18. So that was already you when 

you met us. Did you choose us to destroy the so-called plot of this world? Is our world like books with 

our own stories and characters? Are we characters involved in this story? The Ghost King called us 

characters. We are involved in the world plot of this world right?" 

Xue Yan observes Lin Ye who was asking the truth of this world. Since he had realized this it means 

sooner or later this child would be able to remove the restriction of the world he had and fly somewhere 

beyond this star. Normally only those who had ascended are able to guess such a thing. A character 



unrestricted by its own world plot would be able to enter Vearth that is only if he reached the threshold 

for it. 

Xue Yan responded calmly, "The answer to all your questions is Yes. The reason I saved you and Ou Ya 

15 years ago is to destroy the original plot of this world. After all, the vessel I and Lord Hei possessed 

had the role of cannon fodders who are deemed to die if the plot is followed. But this is only possible 

because Xue Hua is Lord Hei." 

Demigod Shen Ling had somewhat understood their conversation. "Are you saying without Xiao Hua 

even you are unable to destroy the plot as you wish?" 

"Yes, only those with extremely high standing in the Highest Realm world are able to possess an 

Authority to go against the Heavenly Laws of this world. The Lord God who possessed the Ghost King's 

character and his other soul who possessed the vessel of Yaoguai God does not have this authority but 

they have enough capabilities to destroy this world if they wanted. They didn't harm this world because 

Xue Hua is here. 

I cannot tell you why we are here but we meant no harm to this world. We will only stay here 

temporarily and we have to live in the future as long as Xue Hua said to leave. The two lords would also 

stay because Xue Hua is here. When he chooses to leave, we are also going to leave." 

The four of them sat at the table with Xue Yan who had pulled a tea set out of thin air. They were 

surprised with this sight but after learning their identities they could somewhat accept the fact that Xue 

Yan is like the other guys, he is a Godly figure not originally from this world. 

They sat together around a stone table. While the land around them is being repaired on its own. They 

knew this was the doing of the Fox God and the young man whose name they didn't know. They choose 

to observe while at the same time asking questions which Xue Yan answers one by one.. The truth of 

this world was being foretold to them in detail and all they needed to do is to listen and understand. 

Chapter 462 - 9.81 Second Blue Star - Truth Of The World. 

Seating around the stone table, Lin Ye and Demigod Shen Ling continue to question things that confuse 

them. Ou Ya and Demigod Xie Ye could only listen silently in disbelief. But with the facts they had all 

witnessed, it is believable to say that everything Xue Yan is saying is the truth. 

Lin Ye spoke, "Since you say that you can't tell us why you guys are here means aside from asking about 

that we can ask you about the other things that involve this world right?" 

"If it's only for today I am willing to give you some answers you wish to know but it must only involve 

this world and not about us," answered Xue Yan. 

A smile appeared on Lin Ye's face and said, "That much is enough. Asking about Xiao Hua's private 

business is not a good thing. Okay! My first question is, I want to know the original roles of all of us in 

this world if you hadn't destroyed the original world plot." 

Xue Yan answered, "Ou Ya and you are minor villains. You both are originally going to die under Lou 

Lan's evil schemes. I died in that village outside the city and Xue Hua died after being killed by the Ghost 

King as the substitute bride. Shen Ling and Xie Yi are hidden characters but in the story, you weren't 

mentioned at all. The Main protagonists are Lou Lan and Feng Hou. This world is a Danmei ghost world 



whose main pair are both males. In the end, the Ghost King was forever sealed and the two protagonists 

died under the hand of another hidden Villain character which is the Yaoguai God. This is a tragic world 

who enters scheduled resetting." 

Demigod Shen Ling said with a deep frown on his face, "A world that resets in the schedule? Does this 

mean we've been dying multiple times without us knowing? Those who died just now would be reborn 

once again and the story would continue?" 

"Normally, it would but in this lifetime we got involved. With the death of the Heavenly Laws of this 

world those who were killed by us who were outsiders would be replaced instead. After this world is 

reset there would be a new set of characters and some of you might be promoted to become the 

protagonists instead since the original ones had long since perished," replied Xue Yan. "But since you 

already knew the truth of the world you might get treated as bystanders in the end until you ascended 

in another plane." 

Demigod Xie Yi spoke, "In short we would experience the whole thing over and over again until we 

choose to live in this world instead?" 

"Yes, but if you make some small changes to your liking then the plot would change as well. The 

schedule resets would only stop if this world upgraded to another level," said Xue Yan. 

Ou Ya said, "It is possible to upgrade a star?" There was confusion on his face but he didn't notice that 

Xue Yan slightly trembled for a split second before he replied to his words. 

"Possible. This world is already a double genre world. Modern and Ghost Genre if another was added it 

might evolve to Quasi-High tier world. It had lots of possible routes. It can become a three genre world 

or become a modern cultivation world." said Xue Yan. 

Demigod Shen Ling asked, "If we choose to leave this planet, where can we go?" 

"There are lots of worlds out there. The nearest from here is an urban cultivation world. Class A world. 

You and your partner already possess half divinity. After this conversation, you might get the 

enlightenment needed to ascend as a True Deity. 

The Gods and High Gods of this world who lives in the Upper Realms are only Saint Level cultivators 

without enlightenment in our eyes they wouldn't be able to remove the world restrictions like that 

unless they learned the truth of the world like you guys did they wouldn't be able to leave this planet 

and go somewhere else. 

My suggestion is that you both start here for a while. After you got your full enlightenment use the 

amulet Lord Hei had given you. He left some of his true qi inside the amulets, it would allow you to 

receive recommendations to enter our world through the God System." 

Ou Ya murmurs, "God System..." 

"What is this God System?" asked Lin Ye. 

Xue Yan answered, "It is the transit for all connected worlds. The God System and Nether System exist in 

Vearth. Vearth is the Highest Realm World where Immortals like us live. Though you might not able to 

live there permanently due to strict requirements you would be able to work for the two systems 



instead. Both systems allow one to enter a world journey and get higher resources to promote your 

cultivation strength. Anyway, you would understand once you get there." 

Demigod Shen Ling asked, "What is the difference between the God System and the Nether System?" 

"The God system is where Gods could work as a world hopper. You will receive missions and tasks after 

completion there would be rewards. The existence of the God System is to stabilize the connections 

between all worlds and in each universe. 

The Nether System is a prison. These were Gods and Deities that broke the Divine Laws ended up. Their 

punishment is to live through lifetimes of misfortunes, death, and torture. Only once they completed a 

trial they would be able to either return to their world and reincarnate or work for either system. Well 

lots of prisoners died in this place after all." explained Xue Yan. 

Ou Ya trembles as his face pale in comparison to normal, "What would happen if you die in the Nether 

System?" 

Xue Yan nonchalantly responded, "Of course, you'll perish. No longer existing. No Reincarnation and No 

soul. You would disappear forever and never be able to be reborn ever again. True Death, I supposed. 

Don't worry only those who broke the taboos in the Divine Laws end there. The Divine Laws would be 

introduced to you when you ascend in the God System." 

Demigod Xie Ye commented, "Though we had somewhat guessed that there are other worlds aside from 

this, who would expect that there are immortals much less own a world where only immortals live. I am 

shocked yet excited. I anticipate the day I and A'Ling will be able to meet you guys in that place called 

Vearth." 

"We have lots of time for that. We will wait for you to come to us. When that happens I will personally 

prepare a huge banquet for your arrival." said Xue Yan with a smile. 

Everyone was smiling while Demigod Xie Yi was laughing with a huge grin on his face. 

"Hahaha~ Then it's a promise," said Demigod Xie Ye. 

Xue Yan said, "Of course! You just have to look for us. Remember my real name is Yun Ming." 

"Are we allowed to know the real name of Xue Hua and the rest?" asked Lin Ye carefully. 

"Xue Hua is the Venerable Lord Hei Anjing. The Ghost King is Lord God Ye Xiajie. The Yaoguai God is the 

Venerable Lord Xia Jieye. The Fox God is Lou Wuye. He is known as Warden Lou and lastly, the system 

that materialized just now is named Zhi Yue." said Xue Yan. 

Demigod Shen Ling said, "These... I will keep it in my heart. Let's meet again in the future." 

"In the future in Vearth!" 

--- 

Meanwhile inside the Ancient Palace. 

Xia Jieye had carried away Xue Hua and placed him on the huge bed at the center of the Master's 

Bedroom. His actions were so gentle that one would have thought he is holding on to the most delicate 



thing in this world. Xue Hua was in deep sleep. Every time he goes to bed, he falls into a deep slumber. 

They knew this was a mechanism of his body to heal his soul and gather more world energy from this 

world. It wouldn't be surprising that he wouldn't wake up so easily. 

Xia Jieye kneels on the side of the bed holding on to Xue Hua's right hand and bumping it on his 

forehead. He was acting like a devout believer who serves Xue Hua as a God. Standing by the door 

guarding is Ye Xiajie who had a dark expression on his face. He is extremely jealous even when Xia Jieye 

is only holding on to his wife's hand. 

Ye Xiajie complains, "How long are you going to hold the hand of Jing'er" 

"Until the end of the realms," responded Xia Jieye. 

The Ghost King almost flips a table before the God of Void. After observing him and exchanging fists 

with Ye Xiajie, Xia Jieye knew that his jealousy was understandable. He himself is angry that only Ye 

Xiajie was able to accompany Xue Hua for a few worlds. The truth is that if not for the villainous 

physique he has in this world, he would never choose to let only Ye Xiajie stay by the side of the little 

one. After all that hated race still, Xia Jieye was someone who was famous for a few millennia. 

Xia Jieye said, "I am not staying here for too long. In the first place. I only drop by to say goodbye." 

"You are not going to merge with me?" asked Ye Xiajie. 

The God of Void almost rolled his eyes towards him and said, "You are currently weak with your current 

state. The current souls you had collected only gave you the strength of those who are in the Quasi 

Mythical Immortal Stage. You need two more huge soul fragments to reach your former strength as a 

Peak Celestial Immortal. Only then you would be able to merge with me. After merging, you would 

possess a cultivation stage that could contend against Siwang." 

With a slight frown on his face, Ye Xiajie was shocked in his heart that his original strength as a whole is 

someone who could fight with one of the Supreme Ruler Gods of the Highest Realm. His life as Ye Xiajie 

only let him reach Peak Celestial. The strength of Supreme Gods like Mo Baojun and Shen Siwang was 

something he could only dream of before but now this soul core before him is saying that after all souls 

had merged he would be one of the few who can be called as a Ruler God. 

"Do you dare to leave without saying anything to Jing'er? The next time you will meet, you will definitely 

have a hard time seeing him if you leave without saying anything. Jing'er hated it when we parted with 

him for no reason. If you want to be ignored by our wife in your next meeting then that is better for 

me." said Ye Xiajie. 

Sigh~ 

"Fine I will leave only after saying goodbye properly," said Xia Jieye and stood up from his kneeling 

position. "You keep on waiting here. You have something to talk about with me don't you?" a similar 

smirk appeared on the same face as Ye Xiajie. 

"What do you want to know? I'm in a bit of a good mood right now and do not mind telling you a few 

things you want to know," said Xia Jieye as he walked towards the side table at the balcony of the 

bedroom. 



Ye Xiajie followed him out as well. As soon as both of them were on the balcony, Xia Jieye had 

temporarily spread his domain and the time in that whole star had halted. Everyone except for him and 

the God of Void. He only needs to snap his fingers once for his domain to covers the whole star. 

SNAP! 

Xia Jieye's reaction was calm even when everything around him had stopped moving. This includes the 

rotation of the planet they are on and the nature that surrounds them. All had halted as the time was 

stopped. 

"Hm~ not bad. Who would expect that you would be able to master Time Element? It seems this 

element is a bit stronger than your Hell Flames." said the God of Void. 

"In Vearth I am the only one who could control Time to this extent. The Hell Flames are my main 

element for fighting and my compatibility with the Holy Element is not bad as well." said the Ghost King. 

Ye Xiajie sat down on the chair opposite of where Xia Jieye had taken. With a single wave of the God of 

Void's hand, a set of teacups from the ancient era had appeared on the glass table. 

"Okay. Go ask what you want to know. You can even ask some questions that the little one would never 

tell you. Unlike him, I'm never soft towards my own soul. Even if the past is more painful than you would 

have expected. You wanted to know how we ended up like this right?" said Xia Jieye. 

Ye Xiajie said, "Tell me everything you can say. I will not tell Jing'er a thing." 

"Well~ I will tell you a bit more that you should know," said Xia Jieye. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝗆 

The two had stayed in that frozen time world and talked about some past that Ye Xiajie didn't know.. 

They only stopped the conversation when Ye Xiajie noticed that their wife was about to wake up. 

Chapter 463 - 9.82 Second Blue Star - Reason Of Existence 

The whole world had stopped. 

Everything inside that planet had stopped moving. Their time had halted and they didn't even know that 

this happened. Among all of these people, only two beings in that star were exempted from Time Stop. 

Only the caster, Ye Xiajie, and his soul core, the God of Void, Xia Jieye were unaffected by it. 

Ye Xiajie started asking questions. 

"I wanted to know what exactly happened during my death." said the Lord God of the Nether System. 

Xia Jieye squinted his eyes and silently stared at his teacup as if he was in a daze. He recalled that part of 

his memory that he had deep in his memories. He had two sets of memories in his mind one is his life as 

the God of Void and the other is his life as Ye Xiajie. These second memories are exactly what the man in 

front of him should possess but for some reason, these memories had ended up being his instead. 

"You wanted to know exactly what happened before you die, is that it?" asked Xia Jieye. 

Ye Xiajie answered, "Yes." 

"Haven't you've already seen this part of the memory from Gui Xiajun?" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝗆 



"His perspective alone isn't enough to tell me everything. I wanted to know everything." 

"Sigh. Then I will begin. At that time you and Xiajun had entered the Nether System as normal staff. You 

worked on completing your task for a few hundred years and finally got promoted as the Lord God by 

the God of Punishment, Hei Sian. The husband of the first young master of the Mo Family. This man is 

the little one's father. The reason he accepted you as his disciple is only for two reasons. 

First, Siwang my brother had recommended you as he recognized you as my reincarnation yet with an 

incomplete soul as for the second one... The little one had asked his uncle, that tyrant, Mo Baojun to 

hide you in the Nether System. As people from the hated race, you guys can be considered as wanted 

people. When you've bumped into the little one in the God System's main city even though he had no 

memories of me, he feels that you are connected to him. 

The little one's destined other half had been found when he was just one year old. That person is me... 

Or should I say us? You know the quirks of the Mo Clan don't you?" said Xia Jieye. 

Ye Xiajie responded and said, "They can only fall in love once and their chosen other half will remain the 

same until they've died. This is their strongest attachment yet it is also their most powerful weakness." 

"That's right. The Mo is Unique existence like I and Siwang. The origin didn't make them and no one 

knew how they suddenly appeared. If not because Siwang had noticed that tyrant, no one would have 

realized the existence of the Mo Family. 

Moreover, this family is well known for their cold demeanor and only a few that exist in this world can 

move them. If not for their weakness, even Siwang wouldn't be able to defeat this family. They have 

been immortal since birth. The type that would continue to live for eternity unless their weakness is 

exploited. 

The problem of the Ye Race had started with me. I created them to allow my brother Siwang to have fun 

destroying things. He had that time when he was more rebellious than an 18-year-old boy. The Ye Race 

is created from all negative energies that could have existed and the core of this is blood. 

My second element is blood. Am an overlord of Life and Death before it was passed to Mo Baojun after 

my death. Blood and Darkness in me signify Life and Death. I use blood as a medium to control the lives 

of the living and Darkness to control the lives of the dead." 

"But I couldn't control the blood element at all," said Ye Xiajie. 

"Of course, you can't! Before I died I gave my blood to Jing'er. This allows him to heal himself if he ever 

gets injured. After all, Holy Elements are useless for a Mo whose body is full of Yin energy. I gave it to 

him in place of holy element but it seems he used it as a torture ability to torment his enemies. Haha~" 

"Stop laughing. If not because you created the Yaoguai Race called Ye. This wouldn't have all happened. 

Why did you even create that heinous clan?" asked Ye Xiajie. 

The laughter of Xia Jieye stopped as soon as Ye Xiajie did such a thing. 

"Because before the little one existed I hated the Mo Clan." 

"...Why?" 



"Because I am Shen Siwang's alter ego. I am the source of darkness while Siwang is the source of light. 

We are different yet the same. I had always thought that only the two of us would be able to 

understand each other. But everything had changed when Siwang fell in love with Mo Baojun. I could 

accept the feeling of his pulling away from me for the sake of Mo and so I had schemed for Mo Baojun's 

death which... I've successfully achieved." 

A startled expression flashed on Ye Xiajie. For all, as he knows in Vearth there are only two supreme 

beings. The Ruler Gods who possessed the strength of that of true Immortal. Those people are Mo 

Baojun and Shen Siwang. But his soul core, Xia Jieye, is saying that he had successfully killed Mo Baojun 

before. He was rendered speechless with this truth. 

"But isn't he still alive?" 

"He was revived. This is because I and Siwang negotiate with Origin. In exchange for a chance to revive 

his lover, Mo Baojun. I and Siwang returned our Supreme standing as Origin Gods. Before the Ruler of 

the origins which is also the God of Light and the Ruler of Life and Death which is also the God of Void or 

Darkness are the only True Supreme Sovereigns that ever existed. Death doesn't affect us. We are 

supposed to detach from death and reincarnation and no one is supposed to be able to replace me or 

Siwang." 

"Didn't Ruler God Mo replace you as the new God of Life and Death? Hmm? I see you've died hah? But 

how would you revive him if he had died? Plus isn't he supposed to be an immortal that no one could 

kill? With Ruler God Shen with him, it is impossible for Ruler God Mo to die in the first place unless...!!! 

He killed him?" 

"Yes. Siwang killed Mo Baojun. It was me who made it so he would kill his lover in the end. I used 

Siwang's body to kill his own lover." 

"You?! Are they quite trash ha?" 

"You should stop saying that. Call me trash means you're calling yourself one." 

"Tsk! Thankfully Jing'er didn't hate us for this." 

"He wouldn't. He hadn't even been created when all of this happened. When he was born Mo Baojun 

had been revived for a few hundred years already. Plus this way of revival can only be done by the 

unique existence like us or the Mo Family. In the first place, we are currently undergoing this Revival 

Stuff at this moment. Didn't you know we've died?" said Xia Jieye as he gave Ye Xiajie an evil smirk. 

Hearing these words the expression on Ye Xiajie had turned serious. Even though lots of people are 

saying that he is supposed to be dead, he couldn't totally accept this as not even Warden Lou is saying 

anything about his death. Obviously, except for An Liang and the Mo Family as well as his father, no one 

else knew that he, the Lord God of Nether System, is dead. Seeing himself talking and breathing right 

now even he himself didn't believe he is supposed to be a dead person. 

The God of Void spoke, "You do not believe you have died ha? Well, you can see yourself alive at this 

moment after all but..." 

All of a sudden any expression on Xia Jieye had faded. There is only coldness and anger within those 

crimson eyes which Ye Xiajie is looking at. 



"The only reason we exist is because of all the sacrifices of Jing'er so I couldn't forgive you for hurting 

him whether it is intentionally or not. That only thing that stopped our original vessel from dying 

completely is because... The little one had destroyed his own soul and used his own soul core and vessel 

to nourish our body. 

Lord God Ye Xiajie. This is the truth you wanted to know. The reason we are existing and why your soul 

fragments haven't faded yet or why we could still exist until now is because... Our life is being extended 

at the expense of Jing'er. He had to sacrifice his flesh, blood, and soul just to give us an opportunity to 

live. 

You said you wanted to know how you died, right? Ye Mo, your father had given you a life mission. Life 

mission cannot be declined because a part of your soul is surrendered to the leader of Ye Race ever 

since you were born. The leader of your race would then give you a life mission. Only this mission had 

been accomplished that you would receive that soul fragment taken for you. 

And your life mission target is Hei Anjing." 

Ye Xiajie was dumbfounded. This truth was too shocking for him to bear it. He was so shocked that his 

eyes had widened as he stared at the God of Void before him. 

"I... I... My mission target is my wife?!" 

"Yes. Did you really think that you and Xiajun went to Vearth for no reason? Would you approach the 

God of Punishment and ask him to be his disciple for no reason. Why would you choose to work for the 

Nether System which is nothing but a prison instead of working in the God System which gave more 

resources than the former? 

You did all these because you wanted to approach your target which is the little one? Are you shocked 

to know that your existence is a bane that wants to end the life of the person we love the most? 

Now, you know why Jing'er didn't want you to know about this fact. Because he never wanted for us to 

blame ourselves that this current situation is because of us. The little one didn't want you to know that 

you've only existed because you need to kill him. 

Ye Xiajie, the very reason for our existence is to take the life of the man we love the most." 

Ye Xiajie murmured, "I... I exist only to kill Jing'er? Are you saying that the reason I died is that I wanted 

to kill my own wife! Absurd!!!" 

"It's the truth. But the reason you died is that you didn't want to kill Jing'er and Ye Mo destroyed your 

soul fragment. Plus when Ye Mo tried to kill the little one who is the one who protected him and got 

killed in his instead. Also... About your mother Ye Xiajie, she died as your father used her as a shield 

when Jing'er finally went crazy after you've died. 

Your mother, Gui Luan's death shocked Jing'er and Ye Mo took this as an opportunity to escape. At that 

time Jing'er had been fatally injured. He was left alone in an inferno while only a few subordinates 

vowed to protect him but Ye Mo left lots of demons and Ye members in that place. He ordered the 

death of Hei Anjing. Surrounded by millions of Demons and Yaoguais, Jing'er protected your little 

brother and the body of you and your mother. 



He ignored his injuries and used whatever he had in him just to keep all three of you safe. He watched as 

his subordinates got eaten before him by the demons. He would also rip some space to throw his 

subordinates to safety. Xiajun also escaped that way he gave System Yang to his brother but chose to 

remain on that planet until the end. 

He fought for days, to months, to years. He is strong-willed as he waves his death scythe ripping the lives 

of those demons and Yaoguais without stopping. He keeps fighting and protecting your body until the 

100 years when Mo Baojun finally found him." 

The God of Void could still see the scene on that day. Ye Xiajie might not remember but in those 100 

years that Hei Anjing fought like a demon king protecting the corpse of his lover, Ye Xiajie had 

accompanied him in his soul form. 

At the center of that ruined world of fire and lava. Within that land of flames, a small domain of ice 

protected your and your mother's body. He had killed a few million demons and Yaoguai filled the 

inferno with nothing but flesh, blood, and corpses. Only at the center looks like the land of ice, the sole 

sanctuary in the land of the dead. Sitting at the center is Hei Anjing crying with the blood of tears as he 

cradles the dead body of his lover. He could only watch as Hei Anjing cries with tears turning it to blood 

despite that his ethereal beauty complements the hell surrounding him. 

The sight was so captivating yet extremely heartbreaking. 

Chapter 464 - 9.83 Second Blue Star - Thank You, My Love. 

Silence filled the area. 

The truth that Ye Xiajie wanted to know is more painful and more surreal than he had expected. He 

didn't expect that he indeed died, Ye Xiajie had always thought that he had just fallen into a deep coma 

or something while his soul was being injured to the point of fragmentation. 

This kind of situation is not ordinary yet at the same rare. There are lots of cases where a cultivator 

would injure his soul and had to enter worlds to repair. But his case is a lot worse, he is a dead person 

whose life had been revived and extended using the life of his own wife. Who would be happy knowing 

that he could live in exchange for his loved one's sacrifice? 

What did his Jing'er sacrifice to pull him out of hell? 

Flesh? Yes, he had sacrificed his own body for him. 

Blood? Of course! If he didn't, would that vessel he gave up be off us? 

Soul? Yes, if not would his wife's soul injuries be something that cannot be healed by world energy itself. 

How many times he had heard that his wife's cultivation had decreased? 

How much had it decreased for those men who went after him to say that he had weakened? 

His father, that annoying bug, had even taken this situation as an opportunity to further harm his wife 

but took him as a hostage. 



Ye Xiajie is so angry at himself. The hatred he felt for his father had also increased, if not for him would 

things still end up this way. Wanted to use me to kill my wife? No way in hell. Even if he got killed once 

again just for this I would never take the life of the person I love the most. If Ye Mo appeared at this 

moment no one would be surprised if Xia Jieye and Ye Xiajie went mad just to kill that bastard. 

Xia Jieye's mood isn't good either. Unlike Ye Xiajie he had clear memories of it. But no matter how much 

he hated Ye Mo with his current state as a soul that isn't able to return in his own body, there is nothing 

he could do. The two of them were silent as both digested their own thoughts for themselves. 

--- 

On the other hand, Xue Hua had fallen asleep the whole time and is currently dreaming of past events. 

This can be considered a nightmare for him. He had stopped dreaming of this source of trauma after his 

uncle had sealed his memories but now that his memories had fully returned his nightmares are back as 

well. 

A blurry scene of fighting. The scent of death and blood assaulted his nose. His hands were covered with 

scarlet blood. He could even feel the warmness this source of life could give. Both his hands were 

soaked in blood within his arms; the cold body of his beloved had his eyes closed for eternity. On his 

chest is a huge empty hole, the thing that was supposed to be there was dug out by the madman Ye Mo 

in front of him. 

Seeing the heart of his lover in that Yaoguai's palm, Hei Anjing's heart could feel his heart throbbed in 

intense ache. As if thousands of ants were gnawing in his heart he could feel supreme hatred and anger 

bubbling within him. But he could only glare at that man who casually threw away the beating heart 

towards Hei Anjing. 

This person called Ye Mo smiled, he looks gentle and friendly but the words that come out of his mouth 

are vicious and poisonous. 

"Sigh~ why didn't you listen to your father's order? Xiajie this wouldn't have happened if you had just 

killed this trash from Mo Family!? He is the enemy of our race and you choose to save him in exchange 

for your own life. What a stupid thing! As expected of the mixed bred that shouldn't have existed at all~" 

said Ye Mo as he stared at his own dead son, not much different from looking at the grass on the road. 

Obviously, for this Leader of the Ye Gui Race, his descendants are nothing but tools to achieve what he 

wanted. He wasn't unlike the former lord who still had the mindset of protecting his children from 

death. Ye Mo, after tasting the power and authority as the leader of his race, forgot that he is only alive 

because his father, the former lord of the Ye Gui Race, had sacrificed himself to block the God of Void 

from coming after Ye Mo, his son. 

This man is ungrateful and greedy. He wanted everything that could make him the king of this world. He 

wanted the strongest authority yet was unable to achieve so. After all, he is only a failed creation of the 

God of Void to entertain his brother. The Ye Gui Race was created only to become a toy for Shen Siwang 

but in the end, they had become the source of trouble that even killed its own creator just for the sake 

of his own freedom. 



The words Ye Mo spouted had angered Hei Anjing. His rage spreads in his mind and all he can see is the 

annoying face of Ye Mo while emitting a killing intent that frightens even those cultivators at the 

Godking stage. 

Seeing their Venerable Lord who lost himself to anger, this group of subordinates couldn't help but 

move away a bit from him. After all, this is the first time he had seen such a fierce emotion on their 

stone-faced Lord. They could even see the corner of his eyes red and his tears had long turned to blood 

tears. That's how intense his feelings are at this moment. 

They watched as Hei Anjing gently placed down the body of the Lord God of Nether System. Though 

they treated that man as an enemy at the end of the day this is the person who chose to save their lord 

even in exchange for his life. He is the sole man who was able to melt the frozen heart of their God of 

Destruction. Sadly their love had to end with the tragic death of the other. 

The God of Destruction wields his scythe and fights with Ye Mo. He didn't even waste his time to block 

the attacks from his enemy and it didn't take a while for his own body to be covered in injuries. But Ye 

Mo ended up even more injured than their Venerable Lord. This shows how much their lord wanted to 

kill Ye Mo. What shocked them the most is that this tricky Ye Gui Lord would even use his own wife as a 

shield. 

When that woman called Gui Luan was slashed by their Venerable Lord's weapon, her soul was instantly 

ripped off from her body and instantly died. This scene stunned their lord. After all, the lady is the 

mother of his beloved. The shock of killing the mother of his most important person gave Ye Mo an 

opportunity to escape. 

Gui Luan's last words, "Don't look. It's... not... your fault, dear..." The bright life within her eyes faded as 

her outstretched hand that lightly touched Hei Anjing's cheeks fell lifeless. The smile in the corner of her 

lips remains yet her breathing is now completely gone leaving Hei Anjing dumbfounded as if he himself 

lost his soul. 

Ye Mo yelled while escaping, "Hahaha~ you killed Xiajie's mother with your own hands. Even after 

reincarnation, he would never forgive you for killing his mother. You can only be hated by the man you 

love the most! I told you right!? A Mo doesn't deserve any happiness at all. You are just a cold-hearted 

murderer that deserves death more than anyone! Hahaha~" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝗆 

Only then did Ye Mo disappear in front of him. In his state of shock, the hand that held the scythe was 

now trembling. He looks around to see everyone staring at him with frightened gazes as if looking at a 

monster and when his eyes land on Gui Xiajun's face. He could see the young man's face covered in 

tears; his glare was menacing as he looked at him. He could feel the hate emitting from those obsidian 

orbs. It synchronized with the face of his beloved making him feel terrified for the first time. He looks at 

his hand soaked in the blood of his beloved and the blood of his beloved's loved one. 

Hei Anjing's thought at that moment was, 'No. I didn't want to kill her. Please don't look at me like 

that...' 

At that moment, Hei Anjing could feel his world breaking. The guilt and regret in his heart intensified 

slowly killing him. He could only cough a mouthful of blood as his injuries from inside and out worsened. 

His sight blackens for a while as he slowly closes his eyes only to open them in reality. 



GASP! 

Hei Anjing woke up, his whole body and face covered in a cold sweat even his eyes were misted with 

tears as his hands grip the blanket under. He was panting as his heartbeats were erratic. He could 

almost feel himself losing his breath as he carefully looked around his surroundings. 

There is no Gui Xiajun nor his subordinates around him. The land of Fire and Lava in his dreams was 

replaced with a homely set of furniture and black wallpapers. It had both the taste of modern and 

ancient design in one. Only then did Hei Anjing know that all he had experienced just now was only a 

dream. A nightmare he would never forget in his life. 

He could only cover his face as his tears fell continuously from his argent eyes. As if hallucinating he 

could still have his hands soaked in crimson blood. That blood is from his beloved and the mother of his 

beloved. Just as Ye Mo had said, he deserved no happiness. After all, he is the reason why Ye Xiajie died 

at that time. 

"Do I really deserve to love you, A'Xia?" murmured Hei Anjing as he calmed down from the trauma he 

didn't know how to forget. 

What he didn't know was that from the balcony two figures had been watching him secretly. They were 

covered in darkness and Xia Jieye intentionally did not let Hei Anjing notice them. He had asked Ye Xiajie 

to deactivate his Time Domain when he felt Hei Anjing groaning in his sleep. He peeks inside his soul 

domain and sees him suffering from a nightmare. 

Before he could even remove the nightmare, Hei Anjing had suddenly woken up and the two had no 

other choice but to hide instinctively. Never would they expect to witness such a grieving scene of their 

beloved being too weak. Despite that, they are unable to show themselves as they were the source of 

his pain and all of his suffering. 

Ye Xiajie murmured, "I never blamed him. I never blamed him for my mother's death nor mine! So why... 

Why is suffering like this...!?" 

"When I first died he saw he disappeared in front of his sight. He was only one year old at that time. I've 

asked Siwang to seal that memory but I would never think you would also die in front of him. Our deaths 

cause too much trauma on him. You... Don't talk about the past with him for a while. Right now he is too 

weak. His soul had been weakened to such a state. Do not let him use his powers as a God anymore. 

Protect him properly this time." said Xia Jieye. 

Ye Xiajie knew that because of the nightmare it is better to let this man console their wife instead of 

him. The one in the nightmare is him, after all showing himself at this moment would only worsen the 

mood of Hei Anjing. 

"I will protect him. Don't worry I will not let him use his God State. I... I cook some dinner. Look after him 

well." said Ye Xiajie as he disappeared in thin air. Only Xia Jieye knew he had left to head to the kitchen 

without the little one noticing. 

Only when he saw that Hei Anjing had calmed down that he showed himself. Appearing within the 

shadows inside the room, he appeared in front of Hei Anjing like those times when he was looking after 

him when he was only a baby. 



With a gentle smile on his face, he looked at Hei Anjing with a tender gaze and asked with a soft yet 

husky voice. His actions were too soft as if talking to a child afraid of scaring the latter. 

"Little one, did you have a nightmare? Don't be afraid. Xia is here for you." said Xia Jieye. 

Seeing him appear at this moment startled Hei Anjing only for a moment. He flinched for a bit when he 

saw Xie Jieye's face which is completely identical to Ye Xiajie from his dream but when his silver eyes 

locked on those ruby-like irises a certain memory of his past flashes in his mind. That man sprouted from 

the darkness. Like a beast preying on him as his prey. Within that darkness, only the glow of garnet 

attracts his eyes. It was so gorgeous like a crimson rose blooming in the dark. 

As if he had lost his soul, "A'Xia?" he calls hesitantly. 

A warmth suddenly surrounds his whole being and the soft rhythmically heartbeats were like a lullaby 

that made Hei Anjing relax. Xia Jieye hugs Hei Anjing like in the past. It made him feel nostalgic and safe 

at the same time. 

Xia Jieye whispered while hugging Hei Anjing in his embrace, "Yes, I'm here." 

Hei Anjing slowly closed his eyes and enjoyed the body temperature of this man. 

'In this cage, I feel at ease. In this darkness, I feel calm. In this silence, your heartbeat was my lullaby. 

Your everything is something that protects me from harm. You are my source of warmth and my 

everything. This is what I had felt the first time you hugged me in that darkness. Your voice is my 

salvation. Thank you for saving me all this time, My Love.' 

This was Hei Anjing thought as he closed his eyes in the darkness that envelopes him from all sides. 

Chapter 465 - 9.84 Second Blue Star - Escaping Death. 

After leaving the Master's bedroom, Ye Xiajie went to the kitchen as he knew that seeing his wife at that 

moment was not a good idea. He could only leave the rest to his other self as there is nothing he could 

do about it. As soon as he got to the kitchen he started the preparations for dinner though it was usually 

his wife who cooks the meal, he is also quite good at cooking. 

After taking lots of ingredients from the fridge, varying things were placed on the table. There is seafood 

like lobsters, clams, crabs, and shrimp. He had also pulled out some beef to make some steak for dinner. 

Vegetables and condiments were prepared as well. Just based on the things he brought out he seems to 

be planning on making a small feast. There are lots of people in the house after all. 

The Fox God and System Yue were still busy repairing the mountain. Meanwhile, Demigod Shen Ling and 

Demigod Xie Yi had just finished their conversation with Xue Yan and decided to help the Fox God and 

the rest is cleaning up the mountain. They could at least help with sweeping the group for the clean-up 

at least. Lin Ye and Ou Ya helped as well. 

Xue Yan left for a moment and said he needs to report to Xue Hua about what happened. He felt that 

Lord Hei should be awake by now as the sun had long set. He bypassed the kitchen and saw the Lord 

God cooking dinner and didn't see his other soul with him. It can only mean that Xia Jieye was with Lord 

Hei. 

He asked, "Venerate Lord God, is Lord Hei awake?" 



"Yes, if you want to report you can go now. They should have finished talking by now," said Ye Xiajie. 

Xue Yan responded, "Please excuse me for now as I have to check on Lord Hei with something." 

"Go. Go. While you're at it tell that bastard to help me make dinner." said Ye Xiajie, the bastard he is 

talking about is Xia Jieye. Despite being the same person he couldn't help but be jealous that he got to 

stay with his wife while he had to run around in the kitchen. 

Once Xue Yan left the kitchen, he headed upstairs to look at Hei Anjing what he didn't know a few 

minutes after he went upstairs Ou Ya went to the kitchen. 

Ou Ya, "Yo! Your Majesty, is this something this humble servant can help you with? There is nothing 

much to do right now and I got kicked out from the group outside. Hehe~" He couldn't help but rub his 

nose in embarrassment. 

After staying in the mansion for a few days the Ghost King already knew this human called Ou Ya is quite 

a roo straightforward by nature. He is so honest to the point of being silly and angered by his careless 

actions. 

"What did you do this time?" asked the Ghost King. 

Whistling~ 

Asked by this question, Ou Ya as expected averted his eyes and pretended not to hear him. He whistled 

and said, "Nothing much. I just thought of using a talisman to clean up and destroy a few more trees in 

progress then get kicked out." 

He tried to use a wind talisman to gather the fallen leaves in one area only to create a few tornados and 

completely destroyed the courtyard in progress. Lin Ye and Demigod Shen Ling, who was seriously 

helping with cleaning, almost exploded in anger. Lin Ye had no other choice but to kick him out and ask 

him to help whatever is to be done inside the Ancient Palace. 

Upon not seeing anyone in the living room, he heard some sounds coming in the kitchen and thought 

that Xue Hua was there making dinner and didn't expect to see the Ghost King cooking instead. He 

approached him intending to help. 

The ghost king scoffed at him and pointed at the vegetable on the other side of the table. 

"Wash the vegetables and peel the potatoes. Mince the garlic and onions. Cut the cabbages and pluck 

the lettuce to make a salad. The mayonnaise and other condiments are in that cabinet over there. Make 

the salad and appetizers." ordered Ye Xiajie while cutting the pork into cubes and was stirring the stew 

pot on his right. Seems to be planning on making some braised pork for dinner. 

Ou Ya saluted and said, "Please leave the Veggies to me!" 

He heads to the corner of the table where the vegetables are. After carrying it with him, he started 

washing it on the kitchen sink while humming. After seeing that Ye Xiajie once again concentrates on 

cooking. From the looks of it, the two look like a pair of husbands who were asked by their wives to do 

the cooking and temporarily become househusbands. 



The kitchen was so peaceful with Ou Ya's humming, the room wasn't completely silent as before. The 

sound of knives cutting and running water can be heard from the kitchen. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝚖 

Ou Ya started talking as if he was close to the Ghost King, "Ne~ Yanyan said that you guys are immortals 

not from this world. In the world you came from you have both the God System and Nether System. So 

which did you guys work into?" he asked. 

Ye Xiajie thought nothing much and realized that prisoner Yun Ming might have told them the truth of 

the world. If that's true it wouldn't be surprising for this human and his partner plus that pair of 

Demigods to ascend on Vearth in the future. After learning the truth of the world, the restrictions on 

them as characters or as original residents would be lifted. They would be able to hop into other worlds 

as long as they become real God in their own world and achieve ascension. 

"Except for my wife, I and the other two work for the Nether System," said Ye Xiajie. 

Ou Ya was stunned for a moment, "Really? But Yanyan says that the Nether System is a prison. Why 

work there? Isn't it scary in that place?" 

"Not really. I'm the Lord God of the Nether System, prisoners wouldn't dare to go against me. There are 

wardens like Hu Yue there as well. He is known as Warden Lou in that place though." said Ye Xiajie. 

Ou Ya started asking more things about the world they came from. He looks excited as a child as Ye 

Xiajie told some things with regards to Vearth. Unknown to him Xue Yan who arrived in the Master's 

bedroom had come to report to Lord Hei. 

Xue Yan said, "Lord Hei. That's all the report for now but there is something this humble one wishes to 

ask you of something." 

"Go ahead. Don't mind A'Xia he is not an enemy after all," said Xue Hua. 

"Ah, Yes! This one would like to know if Ou Ya knows about the existence of the Lord inside of Xue Hua," 

said Xue Yan. 

An eyebrow raised from Xue Hua's face, he finally moved his gaze from Xia Jieye to Xue Yan and 

answered, "No, he didn't. 15 years ago I've only shown myself in front of Lin Ye and a while ago to Lin Ye 

and demigod Shen Ling." 

Hearing these words, a sudden thought appeared in his mind. He hurriedly run down to check on Ou Ya 

which startled the two who were left behind then as if answering to his starting action, Xue Hua 

suddenly coughed blood out of nowhere shocking Xia Jieye who was with him 

COUGHED! 

"Impos...!!!" Xue Hua suddenly felt breathless in Xia Jieye's arms. 

Xia Jieye was shocked to see his little one pukes blood and felt the latter's heart stop beating for a few 

minutes. 

"JING'ER!!?" He called. 

GASPED! 



It took another minute for his heartbeat to once again start beating. At that moment he knew that his 

little one had died once and his immortality had brought him back to life. Though he didn't know how 

this happened, this split second of death is real. This terrified him so much. 

A feather-like imprint on Xue Hua's forehead suddenly appeared; there used to be three. From the last 

world, they came from, Hei Anjing had a special ability called rebirth. He had the phoenix bloodline and 

shared this bloodline with his husband. After giving him that imprint without telling his husband about 

him, his life and death were deeply connected with Hei Anjing. They used to have three lives. 

One was wasted when Ye Xiajie allowed himself to be killed once to meet his younger brother, Gui 

Xiajun in that world. There are still two chances. Now one of the two feather imprints which signifies life 

faded and the backlash ended up falling on Xue Hua. This could only mean someone had successfully 

killed Ye Xiajie just now. 

Then he saw Hei Anjing rip his clothes open and saw his chest with a hole. The hole reveals a fountain of 

blood and a wounded heart. Under the naked eyes of the couple, they watched as the hole in the heart 

closed up, this includes the hole on his chest and the wound faded immediately. 

Xue Hua upon seeing this knew something bad happened. He grabbed Xia Jieye and instantly teleported 

to where Ye Xiajie is. They suddenly appeared in the kitchen and saw Ou Ya holding a familiar-looking 

black dagger in his hand which was now tainted with blood. 

GROANS~ 

Xia Jieye spoke in astonishment, "What the hell..." 

Then they saw Ye Xiajie leaning in the wall pressing on his chest, there was a pool of blood pouring out 

from his body, and obviously, he just got stabbed on the chest by a god-slaying dagger. 

Ye Xiajie yelled, "Stay away from him. He is a Ye Gui!" 

"Husband!!!" called Hei Anjing as he ran towards his lover. 

Xia Jieye made a move and captured Ou Ya and then threw him over to where Xue Yan and the rest 

were. Everyone gathered after feeling the world quake and almost fractured and Hu Yue realized that 

something might have happened to his lord. After all, the barrier that protects the mountain is 

something the Lord God had made himself. 

"MY LORD!!" called out Zhi Yue and Warden Lou. 

Lin Ye was stunned in disbelief, "A'Ya? What are you doing?! No way!?" 

"Is he a destroyer? Or Ye Gui ordered Ye Mo to Assassinate the Lord God!?" asked Warden Lou as he 

took over in capturing Ou Ya for his wife. 

Even Zhi Yue was flabbergasted, "Impossible! His soul is not that of an outsider. He is born in this real 

world. Did he enter reincarnation like Lord Hei!? This is the only possible reason I could not detect him!" 

Xue Yan's face was dark, he had thought of this possibility and ran out to prevent it but in the end, he 

failed. He looked at Hei Anjing who was trembling as he looked at the palling figure of the Ghost King in 

his embrace. 



Ye Xiajie felt he was too stupid. The God of Void had just told him not to make their wife cry and their 

death was the source of Hei Anjing's trauma. As expected Xia Jieye lost it and grabbed the neck of Ou Ya 

in anger. His crimson eyes glowed with immense killing intent which made the other shudder from such 

a pure madness of aura coming from him. They felt they were prey to be slaughtered ruthlessly in his 

presence. 

Xia Jieye spoke, "Let him out! I know you Ye Guis have a piece of that bastard's soul fragment in you! 

Wake him up this instant." 

CHOKE! 

Ou Ya was choking as he was held on the neck directly by Xia Jieye. But he didn't answer right away and 

looked at Lin Ye with a pale face sitting on the floor looking as if he had lost his soul. He was looking at 

him with a face stained with tears. He could only mouth silently the word, 'Sorry' as he slowly closed his 

eyes. 

The next moment Ou Ya had opened his eyes, he had successfully freed himself from Xia Jieye's grasp as 

he dislocated the wrist that held his neck. Then jumps away from the God of Void. Warden Lou, System 

Yue, and Xue Yan were about to jump on him to capture them once again only to be stopped by Xia Jieye 

himself. 

"Do not approach him. With your real cultivation sealed you are no match against the sole lord of the Ye 

Gui Race. Ye Mo, it's been a long time. This Lord should have killed you at that time." said Xia Jieye as a 

few light elements healed his broken wrist. It didn't take a while for his hand to return to normal. 

On the other hand, Ou Ya who was in front of him grinned as he started laughing. His bright and playful 

demeanor of Ou Ya from before had faded. No, that person that stood before them was full of 

arrogance and indifference as he looked at them. 

"Hahaha~ I've successfully killed that brat this time but who would have thought that his other half 

would place a life and death contract between their two souls. Though I've successfully killed him this 

time it wasn't real death as the one I've killed is that immortal bastard from the Mo Family! How many 

times can you die for him, I wonder~ Hahaha~" said Ye Mo while wearing Ou Ya's face. 

"YE MO!" 

Ye Xiajie had escaped death as Hei Anjing managed to transfer his fatal injuries to him thanks to the 

phoenix imprint he had given him from that last world. A Mo bloodline is considered immortal.. They 

wouldn't really die unless the one who killed them is their other half. 

Chapter 466 - 9.85 Second Blue Star - Ruined World [End] 

A few hours ago. 

Kitchen Area. 

Ye Xiajie was having a conversation with Ou Ya. The topic was at first about Vearth, God System, and 

Nether System. The latter keeps asking for details and the ghost king knows that his curiosity is born due 

to learning the truth of his own world. Xue Yan would most likely tell them everything they need to 

know about this planet. The difference between each world. About the original residence playing major 



roles in the plot of the world and their own roles in accordance to the choice of the heavenly laws that 

stabilized this world 

Though those heavenly laws themselves were eaten by Xia Jieye to increase his strength it didn't matter 

as their wife had allowed it. Hei Anjing is after all still one of the beings that has full authority with 

regards to the other world connected to Vearth. He had enough standing to allow one what he should 

do or shouldn't be doing. As his maternal clan is one who leads the realms itself. 

At first, Ye Xiajie didn't think that there was a problem with Ou Ya. Though some of his questions were 

weird, he never asked a personal one about their identities. The one question that seems personal is 

when he teases him about his relationship with his wife. 

Ou Ya with a bright smile on his face asked, "So~ Your Highness, how did you meet your wife for the first 

time?" 

"I don't remember my past life but according to what Xia Jieye had said it seems that we met when he 

was first born. The attraction began when they first met," said Ye Xiajie. 

Ou Ya asked, "Uwa~ Your Majesty, are you a pedophile?" 

"How do you want to die?" asked Ye Xiajie, holding up the sharp knife on his head and looking 

menacingly at Ou Ya. 

The obscured glint of the knife shows the sharpness and danger it can show when wielded. Ou Ya 

instinctively back away seeing that. 

"Whoa~ easy there, You Majestic. This humble servant is only joking. I'm just kidding around. Hehehe~" 

Snorted! After showing a disdainful expression on his face Ye Xiajie resumed his knife techniques to 

continue cooking. There's a sudden awkwardness in the room. Ou Ya also took away the vegetables 

from the sink as he finished washing them. He went beside Ye Xiajie and started his other tasks like 

mincing and cutting some vegetables. 

Ou Ya shamelessly restarted a conversation, "Your Majesty can I ask a serious question?" 

"... I am not a counselor. Ask Xue Yan for advice." 

"Hehe~ I want to know your answer too. So can I?" 

"Tsk! Go ahead. Rarely humans nowadays don't know fear." 

"Well~ hehe, You Majesty. If given a choice between the life of your savior and the life of your loved 

one, who should be chosen?" asked Ou Ya. 

It was only for a moment but the moving knife in Ye Xiajie's hands halted for a split second before 

restarted cleaning up the pile of seafood beside him. 

Ye Xiajie then replied, "This is a ridiculous question for me but for others, it is quite a thing to answer. 

For me, there is nothing more important than my wife. Whether it is my life, my friends, my power, and 

my everything, My Jing'er can never be compared to those. Even if I become the most hated being in the 

universe my top priority would forever be my wife. 



The answer differs from others. A choice is something one must make on their own. The one who would 

bear what would happen afterward would still be you in the end. Then it is only right to choose what 

you think is more important to you. Choose the one you like and would never care for regret. This is my 

answer." 

"...." Ou Ya didn't react to the Ghost King's reply right away. He put down his knife and headed back to 

the sink to wash his face. Ye Xiajie didn't comment nor care for his reaction. They both stayed silent as 

they resumed their tasks with an even more awkward atmosphere in the kitchen. 

With his back facing Ou Ya, Ye Xiajie continues to clean the shrimp and removes its guts. Unless the 

shrimps weren't clean properly a bitter taste would be left as an aftertaste. He heard the flowing water 

behind him stop. He didn't know what Ou Ya was doing but he seemed to be done with water. 

Ye Xiajie ordered, "If you're done mopping there, go back to cut the vegetables again!" 

"Ah, Yes. Please wait, I can't find a towel to wipe my hands and face. Hm, where is it?" said Ou Ya. 

Sighed! 

"It's in the cabinet near the cup...board...?!!!" 

STABBED! 

Annoyed by his slowness Ye Xiajie turned around to help him point out where the towels were, only to 

feel a pain in his heart and stared at the black dagger in Ou Ya's hand. He used the dagger to stab him 

directly in his heart. To cook for his wife, the Ghost King had materialized a human body. This would 

allow him to touch the things in the kitchen so this body he has right now is his real vessel in this world. 

Once his vessel died, he would also perish. 

A trail of blood strolls down in the corner of his lips. He glared at Ou Ya with disbelief and astonishment 

within his widened eyes. 

"YOU...!!!?" Coughs~ 

A hurt and grievous expression appeared on Ou Ya's face. l as he stares at the bloodless face of the man 

in front of him. His eyes were full of guilt yet determination. He looks like he just made a choice and this 

choice is too painful for him to make. 

"I'm sorry. He said he would use my own body to kill my lover, A'Ye. If I do not do this that man would 

kill A'Ye. You told me to choose something I wanted even if I regret it. I do not want for A'Ye to die... So, 

you can only die Lord Ye Xiajie." said Ou Ya. 

In his blurring sight, Ye Xiajie saw the round irises of Ou Ya turned slit like an inhuman being. There are 

some red streaks evident within his eyes, only a Yaoguai would have this kind of eyes. 

"A Yaoguai?" murmured Ye Xiajie. 

Within his mind, the varying faces of his wife from the world they had to spend together had flashed 

within. He would be smiling and then pouting. Suddenly being playful then getting angry out of 

nowhere. Being murderous then suddenly crying. A bubbling emotion called regret sprouted within Ye 

Xiajie's heart. The appearance of his beloved's face slowly fades like a popping bubble. 



His last thoughts were, 'Ah~ He is going to cry again~' 

He felt his sight turn black, he was slowly falling into the darkness known as death. But this feeling didn't 

make Ye Xiajie panic. Instead, he felt calmer and more relaxed than usual. As if this abyss is his home 

itself. He suddenly fell asleep. Just before he fell in slumber a sudden streak of white flames appeared in 

the darkness. 

It was glowing brightly in the dark. Ye Xiajie felt a familiar coldness coming from the fire and watched it 

morph into a young man. This is aflame with the appearance of his wife, Hei Anjing. Ye Xiajie felt 

happiness filling his heart but just before he could hug the figure he was slapped mercilessly on the face. 

In his wonder, he could only watch the figure once again change shape. This time it is the shape of a 

white-colored phoenix. Its wings were pure and as if its feathers were made of ice, it looks translucent 

and beautiful. The Phoenix is too big and Ye Xiajie could only watch as it wrapped its huge wings around 

him. Then a tiny droplet of warm tear fell on his face. He was shocked to see the argent eyes this 

phoenix possessed. Yes, it was similar to the seductive silver eyes of his wife, Hei Anjing. 

A tiny voice pulled him back to life and said, 'I will never allow you to die again.' 

When he once again opened his eyes he saw Xue Hua and Xia Jieye's figures appearing in thin air. He 

knew that the two had teleported into the room and he heard his wife calling husband while his other 

self suddenly grabbed Ou Ya by his neck. He realized that his father had once again schemed him. Ye 

Xiajie felt Hei Anjing hug him, his whole body trembling. After all, he almost lost him this time. 

But he didn't know how he got revived in the last moment before he completely died. Only when he saw 

his wife's face even paler than before that he almost couldn't stop his tears from falling. He knew that 

his death was once again prevented by the sacrifice of his wife. He felt so useless and an undeniable 

pain stabbed in his heart mercilessly. He wanted to cry out like a wounded beast but afraid of 

frightening his wife Ye Xiajie just hugged him in his embrace as he gave Ye Mo in Ou Ya's body a deadly 

glare. He was looking as if he wanted to eat the man alive. 

--- 

Once Xia Jieye and Ye Xiajie heard the words Ye Mo had said, their faces both turned extremely ugly. 

They knew that what this bastard had said was real. They caused their wife's soul to be further injured. 

No one knew how long he could last this time. 

Ye Mo was still taunting the God of Void in front of him. Though he never expected that fate would play 

a trick on him and make his most hated son be the reincarnation of that being he hated the most in the 

world. Now that they were weakened to the point he could bully them made him immensely happy. 

"Hahaha~ to think our dear creator would become my descendant in this era. Why don't you call me 

father, my darling son!? HAHAHA~" said Ye Mo. 

He didn't fear death because what he left in this body is just a useless soul fragment that wouldn't affect 

him much, even if destroyed. He was fearless until he saw Ye Xiajie approaching from behind the God of 

Void. His eyes flicker with the crimson shade. It wasn't completely clear but both Xia Jieye and Ye Mo 

noticed it. 



Xia Jieye was the most shocked between the two. Yr Xiajie's black eyes slowly turning crimson could only 

mean one thing. His connection in his vessel had been repaired. Though it wasn't complete, this 

situation means that even without the sacrificial spell Hei Anjing made Ye Xiajie would be able to return 

back to his vessel sooner or later. If that happens Ye Mo and the whole Ye Gui race would be doomed. 

Xia Jieye dumbfounded, "You!!?" 

"N-No way! This is impossible!" screamed Ye Mo. 

After all, once Ye Xiajie woke up, he would no longer be merely a Lord God of the Nether System but a 

Supreme God of ancient times. A being like Shen Siwang the sole ruler of one of the strongest elements, 

the Darkness. 

They watched as Ye Xiajie made a grabbing motion towards Ou Ya's body. His hand passed through the 

body and pulled out a transparent soul of Ou Ya whom Ye Mo forced to enter sleep. His face was cold as 

he threw the awakened soul who looked around in shock like garbage towards Lin Ye. 

"...???..." 

Ou Ya looked at his soul state and in the face of his tears filled the face of Lin Ye who was looking at him 

as if he had seen a ghost. 

Ye Xiajie ordered, "Contracted him. He would work for me as you do. Sign his lover's name as well. They 

would be working for the Nether System after leaving this world." This is an order that only Warden Lou 

and Zhi Yue could do. They both saluted as they accepted their tasks. 

"As you wish, my lord!" 

He then nonchalantly glanced at the ugly face of Ye Mo and at the rare silent state of Xia Jieye. 

"What are you looking at? Trace his soul close by and destroy it as well. He is too annoying. The first 

thing to be done after we are revived is to hunt down the Ye Gui Race and make them disappear in 

existence forever." said Ye Xiajie. 

His demeanor at this moment is too similar to what Xia Jieye possesses. This could only mean that his 

soul is getting closer to becoming complete. Once his soul was complete he would be like Shen Siwang 

unhindered by anything in existence. 

Xia Jieye knew he wasn't the main soul who could only click his tongue and follow the orders. He threw 

Ou Ya's vessel with Ye Mo's soul fragment to the darkness which is his domain. He only looks back to see 

Hei Anjing smiling at him despite his white face. It looks like he would collapse anytime soon. Before 

jumping into his domain and leaving. Seeing him leave, Ye Xiajie made his move again. 

Ye Xiajie carried his wife away and walked away. He didn't even look at anyone else as he punched 

through a random space in front of him entering it and exiting the world with Hei Anjing. He decided to 

return to the System Space ahead of time. He also took away all the World Energy on this planet and 

chose to destroy it to nourish his wife's soul. 

But he halted the destruction of the world with Time elements. The world halted as it stopped moving. 



Ye Xiajie spoke, "Warden Lou and Prisoner Yun Ming. Collect the name of the survivors and transfer 

them to another empty world. There are a lot near us. This star is already dead. I will leave the rest to 

you. Yue, follow me." 

"Yes, My lord!" The three responded with lowered heads. 

Demigod Shen Ling, Demigod Xie Yi, (Soul) Ou Ya, and Lin Ye could only watch them leave. They even 

saw Xue Hua who was being carried away wearing a helpless smile on his fatigue face and waving his 

hands towards them as if saying see you soon. Once Ye Xiajie, Hei Anjing, and System Yue step within 

that broken space, the fragment space spreads slowly and the world itself slowly turns to ruins. 

Everyone could only watch their back disappear from their sight and they could only finally breathe 

again when that scary Ghost King finally left for real. 

Within the Darkness Domain, the God of Void watched what happened after he left. Ye Mo's soul 

fragment was lying beside him tied up with black chains like a prisoner with no human right. 

Tsk!clicking his tongue once again he looked at the foolish and stunning face of Ye Mo with a taunting 

smirk on his lips. 

"You are forcing awaken the only Pure Evil God in existence. You must have wanted to disappear for 

good now since you had angered us that much." said the God of Void. 

Ye Mo spoke, "Aren't you the main soul? Why are you even stronger after you've reincarnated?" 

𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

An arrogant grin appeared, "Who told you that? I'm the soul core but not the main soul. I am more like a 

memory bank and the real Ye Xiajie is much more ruthless than the former God of Void. Right, he is the 

darkness itself." 

"Hah? What are you doing!?" 

"What a foolish question. I'm going to use your soul to find the near traces similar to yours. I'm sure it 

would be delicious than the rest as you a Ye Gui is made from my soul as the former God of Void." 

Xia Jieye started corroding the soul of Ye Mo's soul fragments. He found a near world that hides his 

other soul fragments. He couldn't help but lick his thin scarlet lips as if hungry about the feast served 

before him. 

AAAAHHHHH~ 

"Hm~ it seems my hunger would be sated after eating these meals.. Hahaha~" murmured Xia Jieye as he 

stepped into endless darkness in front of him and no one knew where he had disappeared to. 

Chapter 467: 0.00 - [Extra] Spending Christmas and New Year Together (1) 

First World: Wang Tian x Xia Ying 

The two had just finished making a movie. The movie production had taken too long to finish. It was 

already the last month of that year when Wang Tian and the rest completed making the movie. After a 

few more edits here and there, the movie would be released the next year. There's a party for the 



casting, actors, and staff the moment they are done with the movie. It was located in a luxurious hotel 

and all their expenses were paid by Wang Tian. 

Everyone was enjoying the feast and entertainment prepared for them but no one noticed that the two 

most important people of the group had long disappeared. The party was at its peak when someone 

finally noticed that Director Wang Tian and Actor Xia Ying had disappeared. The one who was left in the 

venue to supervise was the Secretary of Wang Tian, Sir. Yi. He is now seated beside another actor who 

played a supporting role in the movie and was paired with him, which is Actor Su Yan. As for the bosses, 

no one knows where they are. 

"AH! President Wang and Sir Xia are gone!?" 

"Stupid they had been gone for a long time!" 

"Eh? Where did they go? What should we do with the food?" 

Secretary Yi spoke on behalf of his boss and said, "Please don't worry and enjoy. President Wang had 

already paid for everything in this. There is no need to hold back." 

Everyone exclaimed in joy. Some laugh, some whistle and some no longer hold back as they ask the 

waiter to bring them expensive drinks to enjoy the party. Those who knew the relationship between the 

two had a tacit understanding of where the bigshot had gone too. Only young actors and staff didn't 

know why the two left. 

"Hahaha Good! Bring as the most expensive wine!" 

"Just bring in everything available!" 

"You guys don't hold back ha!?" 

"No need. Let the Big boss lose some money. He took away his lover to spend Christmas Eve as a couple 

and left us old men here to drink alone." 

"That's right. Cheers!" 

"Assistant Director, you guys know where President Wang and Sir Xia went?" asked a fresh meat in the 

entertainment industry. He is a new popular actor who just graduated from acting school. He auditioned 

for a supporting character in this movie and successfully passed. He idolized Wang Tian's work and was 

extremely joyous when he got into this new movie made by him. 

In the beginning, he was a bit jealous of Xia Ying but as they worked together, the undeniable talent of 

the latter had completely roped him in the role even without him knowing. Now he idolizes Xia Ying 

more than Director Wang. 

The Assistant Director replied, "Of course! What else would a young couple like the two of them do 

during Christmas Eve?" 

"Eh? They're a couple? Is that why Director Wang keeps glaring at me on the set?" 

"Hahaha~ you finally know kid! We old men were worrying how many times you would be forced to NG 

thanks to our jealous boss glaring at you the whole time." 



"He almost wanted to eat you alive. Hahaha~" 

Everyone laughs as they've all witnessed how many times Wang Tian gave this young actor a fierce glare 

as if he wanted to kill him. How many times the movie production was postponed as Xia Ying needs to 

coax President Wang to return to normal and how many times did they need to turn a blind eye on Xia 

Ying's swollen lips on the set avoiding seeing things they shouldn't be seeing. 

Meanwhile, the said couple is having a cruise date on their private yacht. They were in the middle of the 

wide sea waiting for the sun to set while enjoying their private dinner with just the two of them. 

Wang Tian was bare on top wearing only beach shorts on him. Within his arms is Xia Ying Wearing an 

oversized shirt on his body that covers half of his thigh. Obviously, he is not wearing anything 

underneath. 

The sounds of the waves and winds complement their surroundings. With a glass of red wine in their 

hands and a few snacks beside them, this couple was spending time cuddling each other. Wang Tian's 

arms wrapped around his lover's waist while hugging Xia Ying from behind. His head was leaning on the 

other's shoulder. 

Xia Ying was enjoying his wine as they watched the sunset. 

"Baby~" calls Wang Tian. 

Xia Ying is ignoring him. 

"Baby Ying'er~~" 

Xia Ying is still ignoring him and the former couldn't help but pout. 

"Don't ignore me, please~" 

On the other hand, Xia Ying muffled his moans as the bastard was rubbing his bare legs, especially his 

inner thighs. He could only close his leg tightly, wanting to ignore the person completely be couldn't at 

all. 

"Stop that! We're out in the open!" complained Xia Ying as he glared at Wang Tian with a slightly red 

face. 

"Eh~ But baby promised to give me a Christmas gift~ I want it now~~," said Wang Tian. 

Xia Ying pinched the naught hands which were about to pull up his shirt but did his best to prevent it. 

"I did! It's not even 25 yet! Wait until the next day to get your gift!" said Xia Ying. 

Wang Tian, "It's Christmas Eve. Baby~ can't you give the gift a bit earlier?~" 

"No!" 

The two wrestled on the boat while children. One tries to pull up and remove the shirt while the other 

struggles to prevent the former from doing so. It didn't take a while for Wang Tian to press Xia Ying on 

the boat deck as the sun behind them slowly fell down. Xia Ying was glaring at his lover as he pulled 

down his shirt preventing the one on top of him from removing it. He didn't realize that his legs were 



long apart and this overbearing president had placed himself in the middle. The two were panting a bit 

as they wrestled for a while, Xia Ying didn't easily let the person win. When suddenly Wang Tian stopped 

pulling his shirt, he felt a bit confused why the former did so. 

Only when he saw Wang Tian smirking at him did Xia Ying feel something bad was about to happen. 

"W-What are you going to do?" asked Xia Ying as he tried to move back from this man with a sinister 

smile. His hips were instantly held by a strong and big hand and were stopped from moving away. Xia 

Ying tightens his hold on his shirt only to see Wang Tian place his hands on his waist and his fingers start 

moving. He was tickled to his death. Xia Ying's body had been a bit more sensitive than normal. He 

couldn't even hold back his laughter. 

"HAHAHAHAHA~ S-Stop... you Jerk! Hahaha~" said Xia Ying as he wiggled his body and couldn't hold 

back laughing from being tickled. 

The hands that were pulling down the shirt were forgotten as he tried to remove Wang Tian's hands on 

his waist. On the other hand, the latter had taken this as an opportunity to remove his clothes. With one 

pull Xia Ying had become naked. 

The sight that was exposed to his eyes almost made Wang Tian swallow his tongue. With nothing to 

cover his body, Xia Ying was exposed in the air and couldn't help but shiver from the cold wind. What he 

didn't know is that his nose was bleeding at sight. His body felt extremely hot and his eyes were like they 

were glued to Xia Ying's fair body. 

His lover's body isn't completely slender though he isn't muscular and buff like his body, the muscles on 

his lover's body are quite nice to look at his stomach was flat yet there are some pairs of abs on it. The 

traces he left from their daily night exercise can be found on the white skin leaving a few red like 

strawberries. 

Wang Tian's Thought, 'Gulps* This looks delicious ba~' 

"Stupid your nose!" shocked Xia Ying pulled on his shorts to help himself to seating position and help 

Wang Tian cover his nose with the shirt he removed on him and push his head up but those heated 

gazes were still on his body obviously a nose bleed couldn't stop the latter from googling at all. "Can't 

you hold back your lust for a moment! Your nose is already bleeding!" 

With Xia Ying covering his nose he took this a chance and pulled the naked person onto him. Their skins 

touched and both temperatures had risen even though the cold wind couldn't hold back their heat. 

"No more. I can't hold back anymore. Baby~ I'll take my gift a day ahead." said Wang Tian as he carried 

his lover and went to the inner room within the boat. Inside was a huge bed on the floor. 

"Ah~ Stop! Hm~ It's not even night yet!" 

"Don't worry, baby~ When you wake up it will be morning already. I assure you when you open your 

eyes it will be Christmas! " 

"Christmas your ass! Are you going to make me spend Christmas in bed!? En~" 

"Don't worry. I'll accompany you~" 



"That's not what I mean! Ah~" 

Only the sound of some being thrown over the soft bed and sounds of moans and groans coming from 

inside the boat can be heard. Xia Ying's sounds of complaints can be heard from the outside sadly no 

one can hear as they were in the middle of the sea. By the time they finished their night exercise, it was 

already morning the next day. 

--- 

Second World: Wan Lengya x Wu Xue. 

Arrival in Paris. 

Hei Xue had arrived in a foreign country escorted by his private Lawyer and Assistant, Hei Yu. As soon as 

the plane arrived at the airport, a long entourage of expensive-looking cars was waiting for them at the 

VIP exit departure of the place. In the middle are a white Lamborghini and a man wearing a silver suit 

paired with a white scarf and was waiting inside. This person is Wan Lengya who arrived in the country 

ahead of time. 

Few years after they had remarried. The names of Wan Lengya and Hei Xue had become a legend in the 

circle of the Music Industry especially Hei Xue who is well-known in classic instruments and singing. On 

the other hand, the Demon Lord dominates the Music Industry no matter what area it is. He is a Master 

Pianist himself but this person only plays for or with his wife. He had to stop doing the concerto alone 

and would only play in public if Hei Xue accompanied him on the stage. 

Because of this, though he is an infamous figure thanks to his notorious reputation, Wan Lengya is also 

famous as a Wife loving husband. His first priority had always been Hei Xue. The past events which 

caused incidents to his wife left a trauma in his heart thus whenever Hei Xue is going to stage to play he 

would make sure that everything on the venue and every corner of the location would be double-take 

for possible accidents. Though it's been years since Xing Ran was put in jail, everything that he had done 

before would never change. It wouldn't change the fact that his wife had gotten hurt before. It was 

because of this that Wan Lengya is too protective of Wu Xue. 

Wu Xue calls, "Husband!" 

It didn't take a while for him to see Wu Xue in charcoal gray long sleeves coming out of the airport 

followed by Hei Yu who was pulling his bag behind. The moment Wu Xue saw his husband he ran 

excitedly towards him and jumped on him. Wan Lengya had a doting expression on his face as he caught 

his wife in his arms. They exchanged a kiss regardless of everyone around them. 

Hei Yu stood at a distance and averted his eyes like the rest of them. Only ordinary onlookers who 

witnessed such a dog feeding scene couldn't help but look more twice. Seeing two extremely hot men is 

more eye candy than an eyesore. 

Only a few minutes later the two parted their lips. Wan Lengya smiles at his wife and greets him. 

"Welcome back, Xue'er," said Wan Lengya as he kissed his wife on his forehead as if it was a habit. 

Wu Xue intertwined their ten fingers and grinned, "I'm home. Where are we going for Christmas Eve, 

husband?" he asked. 



"I booked a roof restaurant. Let's have a little candlelight date for Christmas Eve," answered Wan 

Lengya. 

"Is there a piano there?" 

"Yes. I ask them to prepare one for you." 

"Good!" Only then did he remember his assistant and turn around to look at Hei Yu. "A'Yu you can give 

my bag to the guards. I heard Wuya is also here. You are free for three days starting tomorrow." said Wu 

Xue. 

The smile on Wan Lengya's face faded when his eyes moved on Hei Yu and said, "Wuya is on his way. He 

must be waiting for you in your planned location. Tomorrow afternoon, pick us up. We will go to the 

Palace to visit the elders." 

"I will inform his majesty king and queen. Please go ahead and enjoy the evening, your highnesses," said 

Hei Yu. 

The couple left to have a candlelight dinner with beautiful night scenery they could enjoy as they ate. 

After eating dinner, a piano was prepared in the area for them to entertain themselves. When Wu Xue 

saw the Grand Piano he pulled over his husband to play some common pieces for each other. 

They would sometimes play solo and most of the time together. They enjoy this kind of quiet happiness 

between them. 

"Husband, the seat beside me. I will play for you this time," said Wu Xue with a smile. Wan Lengya sat 

closer to his wife and placed him on his lap. He hugged his waist and listened to the piano sounds his 

wife was playing. 

He was silently listening, enjoying the instrumental sounds when suddenly he heard his wife singing 

some lyrics that matched the tone played by the piano. This song is clearly written for him. His wife's 

mellow yet attractive voice resounds in the whole place. He could control his voice completely while 

showing his feeling to his voice and playing. 

[A/n: Eternal love - Healer Ost lyrics. Not my song.] 

--- 

It's a beautiful feeling 

What we got deep inside 

We got a flame that will last forever 

Together you and I 

Such a rush of emotions 

There's no way we can push it away 

Cuz they'll never tear our love apart 

Our bond will never break 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝚖 



Do you believe in the power 

Of everlasting love 

We can make it if we stay together 

Our love is just enough 

Promise me this forever 

We'll always stay this way 

We can start at the end of time 

And do it all again 

Oh my love 

I'm all yours 

And there will never be another one 

'cause I'm eternally yours 

My heart's a flame 

And it's burning in your name 

Even though the sands of time 

My love will always grow 

And I won't let go 

No matter if you're near or far 

Our bond will never break 

Promise me this forever 

We'll always stay this way 

We can start at the end of time 

And do it all again 

Oh my love 

I'm all yours 

And there will never be another one 

'cause I'm eternally yours. 

My heart's a flame 

And it's burning in your name 



Even though the sands of time 

My love will always grow 

And I won't let go 

(It's a beautiful feeling) 

(We've got deep inside) 

And there will never be another one 

'cause I'm eternally yours 

My heart's a flame 

(Such a rush of emotions) 

Burning in your name 

(We can't push it away) 

Even though the sands of time 

My love will always grow 

My eternal love... 

--- 

The lyrics echo in the area. It was a love song prepared by Wu Xue for his lover. It wasn't like the last 

tragic song he dedicated when they split up. This is a song for everlasting love. Wan Lengya listens with a 

dumbfounded expression. He was speechless as he listened. He was grateful and happy but at the same 

time, he remembers that cold and lonely 3 years they were separated. 

His lover had completely returned. The Muse he had loved with his soul and everything on him. He 

listens quietly as he watches the smiling figure of Wu Xue playing the piano and singing for him. 

Only when the sound stops do Wu Xue turn his head and look at his husband. 

"How is it? Did you like the song? Husband?" 

Wu Xue's words were halted when he saw the face of his husband. On his cold yet handsome features, 

tears stroll down on his face as he smiles at him. 

Wan Lengya said, "My muse, this is the happiest Christmas in my life. I love the song and eternally love 

you as well. Xue'er, Merry Christmas. Please stay with me next year until forever..." 

"Forever I shall stay. Even if the time doesn't stop. I will be by your side for eternity. This I promise. 

Merry Christmas, My love!" said Wu Xue. 

As they kissed under the moonlight peeking through their window.. Only their overlapping shadows 

show one figure as if they were made for each other as they had wished. 

Chapter 468: 0.01 - [Extra] Spending Christmas and New Year Together (2) 



Second World (Side Couple): Yue Wuya x Hei Yu 

After seeing off the two highnesses, Hei Yu stayed at the airport. He also issued some orders to the 

Royal knights who came over to protect Wan Lengya and their Prince Wu Xue. They didn't go after their 

highness right away as they were told not to do so. His Highness Prince Wan told them they could only 

escort him to the airport to pick his wife after that they would leave with just the two of them. 

Hei Yu knew this would happen as Wan Lengya had always been possessive towards Prince Wu Xue. For 

a special occasion like Christmas Eve, he would definitely like it if the couple had some privacy. Anyway, 

they were already informed which restaurant they would go to and the rest of their schedules for 

tonight. There is no problem with sending some knights to protect them from distance. 

"Go. I've sent the location to your phones. Don't get caught by His Highness Prince Wan. Protect them 

from a distance and don't bother their date." said Hei Yu. 

The knights saluted him before they left and followed his commands. He is their direct superior and held 

an authority just after the princes. But Lord Hei Yu himself is on break today. Except for this last order, 

they would not be receiving any further commands for the next three days. They take their leave once 

they receive their orders. 

Hei Yu, who was left behind, was picked up by his husband who was waiting on the side of the road. 

Unlike the three of them, Yue Wuya is just a Young Lord from their country, in this kingdom which is 

under the reign of the Regal Hei, he is nothing but a mere commoner even after marrying Hei Yu who 

works directly to the royalties of this country. 

Yue Wuya's car stops in front of the airport. He got out of his car carrying a thick jacket and made Hei Yu 

wear it. 

"Honey, you shouldn't forget to bring a jacket with you. In Paris, at this time of year it is so cold that a 

mere sweater wouldn't be enough," said Yue Wuya with a worried tone as he bundled his wife up. He 

even placed his scarf on his neck and removed his own gloves putting it on Hei Yu's hands. 

Hei Yu just watched him silently without speaking a word. 

Yue Wuya noticed him staring at his face and smiled like a silly man, "What is wrong? Is there something 

on my face?" 

"Pfft! Nothing. What do you want to eat tonight? There is no need to go anywhere for Christmas Eve. 

Let's just go home and cook some hotpot for us husband and wife." said Hei Yu. 

Yue Wuya, who was used to being served, didn't even expect his wife to choose to spend Christmas Eve 

at home. All his preparations for a date were wasted as his wife wishes to go home. But there is a 

problem, he could only scratch his cheeks in guilt. 

"H-Honey, there is no food at home. Our fridge is empty. Haha..." said Yue Wuya. 

Hei Yu said, "You didn't replenish any food at home?" 

"N-No..." 

"What did you eat for these past three days?" 



"T-Take outs, hehehe~" 

SIGH~ 

Seeing the silly reaction of his husband, Hei Yu could only let out a sigh. Right he shouldn't expect 

anything from this moron whose mind only has music in his head. Hei Yu could only give up and went 

inside the car, Yue Wuya thought he was angry and was about to apologize inside the car but a single 

glare from his wife made him stutter. 

"I... I..." 

"Drive. Go to the biggest supermarket. Let's buy the ingredients and go home to cook. You push the 

cart!" 

"Yes, Honey~" 

Then the two drove to the nearest supermarket to buy the food. They were like an old married couple 

bickering about what to buy and what shouldn't. In the supermarket, one is pointing around and one is 

moving all over the place getting anything that his wife had pointed for him to take. 

The other couples were laughing at this cute scene as this couple looks so young and their interaction is 

funny especially with Yue Wuya acting like a coquettish dog in front of Hei Yu. 

After eating dinner for hotpot, the couple cuddled in their bedroom watching the movie waiting for 

Christmas to arrive. The way they've spent Christmas Eve together might be simple but it is cute. Once 

the clock strikes 12, the couple greets each a Merry Christmas spending the night with Joy and warmth 

shared only by the two of them. 

--- 

Third World: Mo Yijun x Meng Anya and Ye Baiyu x Lin Xia 

At the Meng Mansion. 

The luxurious house owned by the Meng Clan was always beautiful as always. In the month of 

December, Meng Anya's father and Uncle as well as the former Prime Minister who is now an in-law to 

the Meng were having tea in the middle of the Rose Garden just outside the Mansion of the Mengs. 

The red roses were in full bloom as the scent of floral lingers in the area. But in the small pavilion inside 

the garden, three middle-aged men had gathered enjoying their tea like young ladies in aristocratic 

families in the old times. But these three don't seem to enjoy the scenery but come over here to visit the 

white tombstone where the mother of Meng Anya rests. 

The father of Meng Anya sat beside the tombstone and was talking nonstop on his own as if he was 

talking to someone. In the pavilion not far from the grave, Uncle Meng and Former Prime Minister Mo 

were looking at him with an understanding gaze. If not for the fear that Father Meng might get angry 

the two of them would also sit near the tomb and accompany him there. The tomb is where Mother 

Meng sleeps forever. 

This is the woman the three of them love the most and care the most in this world. Sadly, she had left 

ahead of all three of them due to an illness. 



Father Meng had been talking to the tomb for hours and in the end, started complaining to his wife. 

"Wife, you know that Anya and her husband left the company to this old man again. They said they 

would go to do some extreme sports to celebrate Christmas Eve. Isn't that dangerous? Those brats are 

truly naughty. Even Lan'er was pulled by them to play around. Sigh~ if those brats don't return by 

tomorrow they would get it with this old man!" 

The former minister came over with careful movements and said to Father Meng, "Can I... also talk to 

her, please?" 

Father Meng stared at him in silence. He didn't reply immediately and talked to his wife, "Dear, I'll 

continue my story tomorrow with the children. Happy Christmas Eve my heart." he kissed the tomb 

before walking away. Before he moved to pass the former minister he said, "You have 10 minutes." 

Then he walks away to join his brother-in-law in the pavilion. 

Former Minister Mo whispered back to Father Meng, "Thank you!" then he approached the tomb and 

kneeled in front of him. 

Father Meng and Uncle Meng didn't hear what he said to Mother Meng but his current kneeling position 

says it all. 

Uncle Meng asked, "Is this alright with you, Huang?" 

"He is an in-law with us already. Though I can't forgive him for what he did before if he is going to 

apologize to my wife then... It's okay." said Father Meng. 

Uncle Meng said, "It's been years already. It should be fine now." 

"Yes, it's been years already. But I still miss her so much, especially during this time..." 

"Haha, indeed. She loves this kind of event the most. I could still remember that stew she made before. 

My stomach rebels whenever I smell stew even now." said Uncle Meng while rubbing his tummy. 

"Big brother you can't say that about my wife. Her cooking is still the best no matter how it tastes ~." 

"Said the person who was hospitalized on the day of Christmas. You made us spend Christmas in the 

hospital!" scolded Uncle Meng. 

Father Meng averted his eyes, avoiding his brother-in-law's gaze. 

"Sigh~ I wonder where those brats went this time..." 

"I heard they went somewhere fun, An'er says so..." said Uncle Meng. 

Meanwhile somewhere above ground. Ye Baiyu is grabbing the door and his feet split to hang by the 

door of the aircraft. On his back, Lin Xia is pushing to jump. 

Ye Baiyu with a pale face shakes his head and said, "N-No. No! Why am I the one who is going to jump 

first!? Ahh! It's so high!" he felt his legs turn to jelly at the sight of the clouds under his feet. 

"Just jump! Are you a coward!? Why did you join us skydiving if you're afraid of heights! Are you 

stupid!?" scolded Lin Xia. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝓂 



Ye Baiyu said, "Wuwuwu~ I'm not afraid of heights. It's just too high~ Fuck!" 

The staff was trying to calm Ye Baiyu down as he was blocking the doors, preventing the others from 

jumping. 

"Sir, if you are afraid please move backward and don't block the door please." 

"I... I want to do that too but my fingers are stuck," said Ye Baiyu. 

Behind him, Meng Anya is already about to explode with anger. He wanted to jump but Ye Baiyu was 

blocking the door. His mood affected the others as he looks very pissed right now. 

His husband could only sigh and asked Lin Xia beside him, "Is his equipment already?" 

"Yes, he just needs to jump," answered Lin Xia. 

"Then I will leave him to you," said Mo Yijun and only made his move when he saw Lin Xia nod his head. 

The staff who were pacifying Ye Baiyu had backed away when they saw Mo Yijun walking towards them. 

Ye Baiyu was startled to see all the staff leave, "Eh? Where are you guys going?" his face paled further 

when he saw his boss's dark expression, "B-Boss...?" 

Mo Yijun said, "Your fingers are stuck right? I will help you out." Then he kicked him on his back and Ye 

Baiyu flew in quite a distance. 

"AAAAAHHHH! SAVE ME! WIFE... I'm FALLING!" screamed Ye Baiyu. His yells can be heard getting farther 

as he falls from the sky. 

Lin Xia said, "Sigh~ this slave is so high maintenance." 

Everyone was shocked and wasn't able to react when Lin Xia jumped after his lover. They were so 

shocked that they stood stiffly from where they were. Then they watch that ruthless man smile and walk 

back towards a beautiful man smiling at him. 

"Baby, no one is blocking the door. Shall we go?" asked Mo Yijun as he reached out his hand like a 

gentleman asking someone for a dance. 

Meng Anya held his hand and said, "This should be fun~" 

Everyone watched as the couple jumped one after the other. They were both fearless as they played in 

the air as if dancing in the sky. It was a beautiful scene not for the other messy couple who is struggling 

in the air. 

Ye Baiyu screaming, "Fuck. This shit ah! It's too high! Wife saved me!" 

Bonk*, "Stop screaming, my ears are ringing!" scolded Lin Xia. 

One is panicking like a kite with a cut string screaming his lungs out and the other trying to calm the 

other but ended up getting angry and hitting his partner's head in the air. Then before they reach the 

altitude to open their parachutes, a staff comes over to the two couples recording their skydiving 

experience. They held hands and shouted in the sky all at once. 



Chapter 469: 0.02 - [Extra] Spending Christmas and New Year Together (3) 

Fourth World: SID, Supernatural Investigation Department's Couples. (Xie Ye x Gui Lan, Xu Lun x Yun Li, 

and Yi Zheng x Li Xing) 

The main group after the event of defeating the Mythical Creature with existence as a Demigod, Fenrir, 

resumed their daily schedule of working as a team. They were still on the field working together to 

capture some remnants from the Old Organization of Anti Government made of Supernatural Humans. 

Currently, Xie Ye, Xu Lun, and Yi Zheng were running all over the city in the middle of the night. But even 

though it was almost midnight there were still lots of couples on the street, especially in the city. 

Christmas Decorations like Christmas trees, snowmen, and colorful lanterns as well as Christmas lights 

were found all over the city. Today is Christmas Eve, December 24 in the middle of the night. The reason 

there are lots of couples on the roads while it's almost midnight is that they were on the day. 

On other hand, the SID was during an undercover mission. Their mission is to catch a group of 

supernaturals selling unrated drugs that force an ordinary person to awaken an ability. The drug itself is 

forbidden as this is a drug that was made by Inferno with the use of an experimental subject that is an 

esper. 

It is made from something from the brain of an esper that can compound to create drugs. The esper 

who got experimented on experienced endless pain in the process and was even alive as something was 

extracted from their brains. This drug was called 'Little Poppy'. Based on the original poppy plant it had 

the deepest color of red making it look like a blood teardrop. 

The effects of this drug are force awakening as an esper and the abilities to receive were random but the 

one who intakes this kind of illegal medicines had setbacks or extreme aftereffects when taken. It 

shortens one's lifespan and increases lust a hundred times the normal. In short, they become lunatics. 

At some luxurious bar within the city. 

Yi Zheng and Xu Lun were wearing casual clothes and even change their appearance to that of a wealthy 

man that indulge in sex and alcohol. Beside them were ladies wearing an expensive dress and showing 

lots of skin. They were their partners' at work and in real life. Li Xing and Yun Li were in disguise as 

women. 

Yi Zheng kept his serious look and was told not to speak nor show any emotion on his face. He was also 

forced to wear a stern expression on his face. 

He whispered to Li Xing beside him, "Xing'er~ help my face feels like it's stuck. Boohoo~" 

Li Xing sighed and worriedly helped him massage his face though in the eyes of others they looked like a 

playful couple who were forcing others to eat dog food. 

SIGH~ 

"Don't move. Leave it to me, A'Zhe," said Li Xing beside them Yun Li and Xu Lun were there. 



They play the role of a group of hedonistic wealthy young lords going out to have fun with their girls. 

Most victims that were reported in the case of the illegal Little Poppy are wealthy good-for-nothing 

young masters with deep wallets. They target the group looking wild and unhindered in the bar. 

Xu Lun sat near them with his hand wrapped around Yun Li's shoulder while they drank a couple of 

glasses of vodka. Xu Lun's acting was perfect as his wild presence made others take notice of their little 

group. Plus with his beautiful transformation of Li Xing and Yun Li in drag, everyone's eyes were mostly 

on them. 

Xu Lun laughs at Yi Zheng, "You idiot what are you doing? You had your girl massage your face at the 

bar. Can't you do it behind doors? Hahaha~ right babe?" 

"If you don't want to get slapped, remove your hands," said Yun Li as his face was tainted with a frown, 

making his feminine appearance look like he was pouting. 

Yun Li was wearing a long dress with a long slit on the right side of his black dress there is even a fox fur 

scarf around his neck to hide Adam's apple. He looks like a cool gorgeous lady that Xu Lun is flirting with. 

Meanwhile, Li Xing is wearing a long sweater dress. Long sleeves and turtlenecks. It hides most of his 

skin and he wears shorts inside. Like a gentle noble young lady pulled by her bad boyfriend and was 

brought into the bar for the experience. They were both in drags and were even using a voice changer. 

In the eyes of the other people in the bar, they look like two wealthy couples that were out to enjoy 

thrills and nightlife. 

In their Telepathy channel: 

Xu: {Found someone suspicious?} 

Li: {Nothing in the south direction.} 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝓂 

Yun: {North is also cleared.} 

Yi: {Found some rats at the east observing us.} 

Xu: {No need to look too far. The Bartender in front of is a broker from their side. Wait a bit I'm sure this 

one would be hinting at us sooner or later.} 

Li: {Let's just follow the plan A'Lan and A'Ye told us to do?} 

Yi: {Are we doing it?} 

Yun: {Just follow the script given to us. A'Lan and Xie Ye would contact the seller directly. They went to 

the usual spot in the bathroom. They just need to show less restraint and show their uncontrolled 

desires as the victims had experienced and those rats would approach them for sure.} 

Xu: {Leave the probing to me. I will make this broker pretend to be a bartender.} 

Yi: {By the way, where are Dage and A'Lan ba?} 

Yun: {They are in the bathroom undercover to lure out the seller.} 



Yi: {Didn't the victim say the seller would only approach if the lovers were explicit enough to show love 

in public? What is Dage going to do then?} 

Li: {Sigh~ Dear stop being silly!} 

Yun: {Are you stupid?} 

Xu: {Is there anyone more perverted than that pair of the exhibitionist couple? They might even ignore 

the seller.} 

Li: {Right.} 

Yun: {Indeed.} 

Yi: {You gotta be kidding me right!?} 

Gui: {What the hell are you guys talking about?} 

Yi: {Hih!!!} 

Li and Yun: {....} 

Xie: {Have you forgotten that in this connection we can only hear you guys?} 

Xun: {B-Boss...!?} 

Yi: {D-Dage!!?} 

Xie: {Tsk!} 

Gui: {Enough. We still need to go back to Gui Clan for Christmas Feast at dawn. Finish the mission first! } 

Everyone: {Yes, Sir!} 

Then communication channels in their minds were turned off for a moment after they finished their 

conversation. The four resume their jobs making the bartender talk. They did it in an indirect way 

making it like they were inquiring about customers instead. 

On the other hand, at the corner of the bar, a huge bathroom was found. Gui Lan who was wearing a 

mini shirt and loose crop top was now leaning on the wall with his lover cornering him. His hands were 

moving ambiguously on Gui Lan's leg and hips. 

With a slight frown on his face, he temporarily cut off their connection so the four wouldn't spy on their 

side of the mission which was a bit more explicit than the other. 

Xie Ye was lowering his head to his neck, kissing him lightly, making Gui Lan feel a bit ticklish. 

"Can we continue, Baby?" asked Xie Ye but his hands were already aggressive as he slipped them up his 

lover's leg squeezing those soft mounds in his hands. 

Gui Lannexpression didn't change even with that molesting-like actions for his lover. He reached out his 

arms and hugged his neck instead of biting his chin as if teasing him further. 



He whispered, "The Seller isn't even here yet? You are too excited, my love~," said Gui Lan with a 

coquettish tone. It sounds seductive plus those slightly cold hands rubbing on Xie Ye's neck and shoulder 

left him bewitched. 

Groans~ 

"Baby... Don't tease too much. I might not... Hold back~" whispered Xie Ye who was now nibbling the 

exposed thin neck under his sight. 

With a mischievous smile on his lips, Gui Lan rubs himself on his lover and blows on his ears before 

licking it lightly and teasingly biting his earlobes. 

"Did I... told you to hold back hmm~?" whispered Gui Lan with a seductive tone. With a lascivious smile 

on his face, he slowly kissed Xie Ye like savoring his lips but he didn't deepen their kiss as if teasing the 

latter. He even removed his hand from his neck and lowered his hand to tease the hard shaft pressing 

on him. The bulge on Xie Ye's pants shows how much it affects him whenever his wife teases him. 

Groans~ "Baby, the door?" asked Xie Ye who was rubbing his shaft with his wife's fingers and even felt 

the latter zipping down his pants and rubbing his throbbing rod directly. 

"Oh~ it's hard~ Baby you know I wear panties under the skirt right~? Don't worry I've blocked the door~" 

whispered Gui Lan while helping his lover rub his thing. 

Given a go signal, Xie Ye stopped holding back as he ripped off the black lace panties Gui Lan was 

wearing under. His hands split his lover's legs wide apart and squeeze those soft mounds in his hands. 

His fingers were probing that secret hole in between those mounds. 

"En~" 

Suddenly getting thrust inside with fingers, Gui Lan couldn't hold back a moan. He wraps his thin and 

white legs around Xie Ye's waist and clings to him. Rubs himself with his lover's rod together as his lover 

continues to spread open his hole with his fingers. 

"Baby~ your hole is wet~... Did you want me to enter inside that much ha~?" whispered Xie Ye. His voice 

was seductive as he nipped on those perked peaks traced on his wife's crop top. He had long ripped off 

his face bra. Biting and sucking on those hard nipples above his clothes. 

"Ahm~~. Mm... NO! You... Your fault. You left that in... the car En~" 

"Hm~ did I? Really~" whispered Xie Ye as he noticed two invisible figures hiding in the corner watching 

them. 'They're finally here ha.' 

From the corner, the two sellers of Little Poppy Drug couldn't help but gulp at the scene. They were 

already rubbing themselves as they quietly watched the couple make love in the public bathroom. 

"Fuck! Did you see that? He wildly ripped off her panties and bra~" 

"Damn! That gorgeous lady is a boy. Fuck! How can a man look more seductive than a mature woman!" 

"Quiet! Watch in silence. They are so bold fuck! I want to fuck as well?" 



"These two are good customers. Let's watch them first and sell them the drugs later. This is the first time 

I've seen such a wild yet hot public display between men. I think I'm bent!" 

"Idiot! Do you think there are still men who look that beautiful!? That's a rare one and is paired with 

that extremely dangerous-looking handsome man!" 

Xie Ye ignores the two rats who decided to watch while using something to make them invisible. He 

looked at his lover who also noticed the two men and dared to watch them. He looks so beautiful. His 

face was tainted with a red blush, biting his lower lips as he held back his moans and tears pooling at the 

corner of those lust-filled eyes narrowly staring at him. 

Those men were right, his wife is even more beautiful than a woman. Just thinking that those two men 

had seen his wife in this state made him angry. Since he was sure that these men were the sellers which 

are also their targets he instantly covered the whole bathroom in darkness. 

The men who were hiding in the corner were startled and tried to escape. But the darkness had 

prevented them from doing so. 

"Shit! It's a trap!" 

"What the fuck!? They are already espers!" 

"Where to run?" 

Gui Lan and Xie Ye approached the two in the darkness. It is easy to catch anyone inside the black dome 

as this is Xie Ye's domain. Those two men had their legs and arms restrained by black chains unable to 

run away. 

Gui Lan said, "Sigh~ since we caught. Let's go home soon. Dad and Uncle should finish preparations for 

Christmas. We also need to pick up Professor Sen on the way. Yawns~" 

"Wife, your skirt. Be careful with it, you have no underwear," said Xie Ye, who held his wife's skirt down 

with both hands. 

Gui Lan pinched his waist and said, "That was your fault!" 

"Tch! Don't fucking ignore us!" said one of the men who stood up and raised his hand as if going to 

attack them. His target was Xie Ye but Gui Lan blocked his path and Xie Ye was able to restrain him back 

but the spray in his hand had landed on Gui Lan's face. 

Gui Lan tried to cover his nose but he had inhaled most of it. He even started sneezing too. 

ACHOO! Sniff. Achoo! 

Xie Ye was worried as the spray hit his wife's face directly, "Baby!!?" he called with a voice full of worry. 

"Bastards! What did you just do!?" Xie Ye didn't hold back when he kicked the man without holding 

back. He flew in the air as the force Xie Ye used to kick him was too much. The black dome was retracted 

as well so the man hit the wall with enough force to destroy the walls. 

BAAAMMM!!! 

"BOSS! DAGE!" 



The destruction of the stone walls caused a commotion in the area. When Xu Lun and the rest came 

over, they saw Xie Ye beating up two men to death. Yi Zheng and Xu Lun had to hold him back together 

to prevent him from killing. 

Xu Lun said, "Boss calm down! You can't kill them, we need them alive." 

"God, they ate half-dead, what happened here?" asked Yi Zheng, seeing two men in waiter clothes 

covered in blood and bruises. 

Yun Li and Li Xing noticed Gui Lan on the floor seated, quivering as he tightly covered his body with Xie 

Ye's jacket. 

"A'Lan!? What happened, are you okay?" asked Li Xing as he tried to touch him and heard him stifle a 

moan. 

Yun Li felt something was wrong with Gui Lan seeing his flushed face and watery eyes in daze plus that 

shivering and light pants. He knew that Gui Lan might get hit by some drug to enhance his sensitivity. 

"A'Xing, don't touch A'Lan. He is drugged. Protect him, don't let others approach. I'm calling Xie Ye." said 

Yun Li. 

"Okay," replied Yun Li who made a distance away from Gui Lan. He didn't dare to touch him by keeping 

his distance where he could protect him. 

On the other hand, Yun Li walks away to approach the three, one doing the beating, the other two trying 

to stop him. 

Chapter 470: 0.03 - [Extra] Spending Christmas and New Year Together (4) [M] 

Fourth World. 

Not far away from them, Xie Ye was still kicking his legs to reach the nearest bastard his foot could 

reach, Yi Zheng and Xu Lun were restraining him the hardest they could. 

Holding a black and blue-faced man in his hand, "Speak what did you spray on my wife just now!?" 

asked Xie Ye with killing intent filling his eyes. 

"Keke...why shfould I thell yjou...? Bhut tgat whas saomething fhun... Khekeke~" answeres the beaten 

man. 

Yi Zheng, "Dage calm down. You can't kill him" 

"That's right, boss. Do it when no one is looking," said Xu Lun. 

"Xu-ge! No..." commented Yi Zheng. 

It was by then that Yun Li approached them. He whispered something in Xie Ye's eyes that suddenly 

showed the shock on his face that his hands flattered and let go of the bastard he was beating up. Yi 

Zheng and Xu Lun received eye gestures from Yun Li and understood that they could let go of Xie Ye 

now. 



As soon as he left they watched as Xie Ye took huge strides to walk over to where his wife was. Seeing 

his lustful expression with his lips pursed as he was holding back his moans and his eyes were wet with 

tears, he realized that his wife was hit by some kind of strong aphrodisiac. 

H3 frowned for a moment and looked around. He pulled away from one of the black curtains in the bar 

and covered his wife with it. He didn't touch him directly right away and squatted in front of Gui Lan. 

"Baby I'm going to carry you now. You can bite on me if you feel uncomfortable," whispered Xie Ye. 

Gui Lan who was panting as he was trembling with open lips was unable to utter a word but he forced 

himself to fall in Xie Ye's embrace and bite him on his shoulder. His body's sensitivity had increased to 

the point that a slight movement on his clothes touching his skin directly left him full of desires. This 

shows how powerful the aphrodisiac that hit Gui Lan is. 

Xie Ye's face didn't even twitch when Gui Lan directly bit his shoulders. He instead gently carried Gui Lan 

who was covered by a black cloth from head to toes. With Gui Lan's whole body wrapped, Xie Ye carried 

him with one hand and hugged him too close to himself. He prevented others from seeing Gui Lan in his 

current state. 

Before he took his leave he started issuing orders, "A'Li interrogates those guys and keeps a simple 

record. The official report can be made after tonight." 

Li Xing responded, "I understand l, Dage." 

"A'Yi, A'Xu makes sure you capture them all. I've restrained them all. Go look for them." said Xie Ye. 

Yi Zheng and Xu Lun nodded their heads and split to capture the rest of the men involved with the 

syndicate. Lastly, he looked at Yun Li and said, "Handle things here. Don't be late. Also, tell father and 

uncles we might join the party late." 

"Leave it to me. I will pick up professor sen on the way. Just focus on him..." said Yun Li. 

"I will. We're going to take our leave now," said Xie Ye before disappearing on the spot as he used Gui 

Lan's ability which he borrowed temporarily with his copy skill. 

Once Xie Ye and Gui Lan disappeared, Yun Li pulled his ID and shouted to the crowd. 

"It's SID. Do not leave the bar for a while. Anyone who tried to leave without permission would be 

captured." said Yun Li. 

A commotion took place in the area. Everyone knows what SID is. This is a Supernatural Investigation 

Department that handles all things regarding Espers. They are police who capture Espers who go against 

the laws and it was said that most espers from this department are all topnotch and had even defeated 

a god-like existence in the world. 

They were famous for their strength and a good reputation for getting along with ordinary people. They 

protect the country from foreign espers and act as guardians of their land. Plus most of the main 

members of SID are handsome. 

"They are SID? For real!? But I heard there are no females from that department?" 



"I heard about that too. But don't you think this person in the black dress looks familiar?" 

"Now that to say it he indeed looks familiar. Yes, he looks like a famous professor from Academia. You 

can't be talking about Professor Yun right?" 

"But Professor Yun is a male?" 

Xu Lun, "Of course, my wife is a man. Look over here!" 

While the crowd was mumbling to themselves, Xu Lun who overheard their conversation suddenly 

raised his wife's dress revealing underpants for men. That bulge which only men would have was found. 

"...!!!!!!..." 

KICKED! 

With twitching eyebrows and an ugly expression on his face, Yun Li gave this pervert a roundhouse kick 

and stepped on him after kicking him a few times. 

Yun Li, "You damn retard! What the fuck are you doing in public!" 

"H-Honey your image. Watch your image. Ow. Ow ow." said Xu Lun. 

"Image your ass. Get that bartender from before we need to finish everything before going to the Gui 

Lan for Christmas. We also need to pick up Professor Sen on the way. Get your ass moving!" said Yun Li. 

Xu Lun, "Yes. Wife!" and so the henpecked husband who feared his wife could only follow orders. 

The four of them worked together to wrap up the case. This is because there is a family feast at 

midnight that will be done at the Gui Lan Mansion. All main members of the Supernatural Investigation 

Department were asked to attend. This is their celebration for Christmas. 

On the other hand, Xie Ye had teleported with his wife directly to their bedroom in Gui Clan's Mansion. 

He carried his wife to the bathroom so they could clean themselves up as they were covered in the smell 

of cigarettes and alcohol. For a clean freak like Gui Lan, he would hate not being able to take a bath. 

After undressing themselves, Xie Ye entered the hot spring within the bathroom area and cleaned up his 

wife who was trembling and moaning at his every touch. Within the room, the voice of Gui Lan's moans 

echoes and lingers near his ears as he feels something hot climbing up his body. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

A drugged Gui Lan was so seductive. His appearance already looks like a siren but at this moment he 

looks like a lustful incubus instead. He keeps rubbing himself at Xie Ye as if by doing so the heat inside 

him would lessen. 

Sadly it did not. Gui Lan was completely out of his mind due to the effects of drugs. He wrapped himself 

around Xie Ye like an octopus with eight tentacles. What made Xie Ye suffer is that this little devil is not 

only rubbing himself on him, he was even playing with his hole and nipples in front of him. 

With the petite man sitting on his lap, Xie Ye enjoyed the sight of Gui Lan taunting him like an incubus. 

"A'Xia. A'Xia. My love~ it feels so uncomfortable Wuwuwu~... F-Fingers can't reach. Inside... Deep inside 

so itchy~" muttering Gui Lan in dazed as he looks pitifully and unsatisfied before Xie Ye. 



Xie Ye looked at him in this state. He couldn't stop gulping an imaginary thing in his throat as he didn't 

move as Gui Lan expected. He was so concentrated on watching that Gui Lan felt he was being ignored. 

The hanging teardrops in the corner of those phoenix-shaped eyes look so sexy and tempting. Gui Lan 

pouts like a child when he sees his husband ignoring him. Then his tears fell like falls and started talking 

unreasonably. 

Gui Lan said while sobbing, "Wuwu~ you don't love me... A'Xia no longer loves me. You're ignoring me... 

Boohoo~" 

Xie Ye thought that this weird reaction by Gui Lan is also the effect of the drug. No one knew whether it 

was only an aphrodisiac as the culprit didn't say a word. He reached out his hands to coax Gui Lan but 

his hands were slapped away and bitten. Gui Lan was acting like an unreasonable child as he bit his 

hands without holding back. 

"You don't love me anymore. I hate A'Xia. You don't give Jing'er what he wants... Boohoo~" 

Gui Lan started crying for real. Xie Ye hugs him regardless of his struggles and coaxes the boy into his 

embrace. 

"That's not true. A'Xia only loves Jing'er the most. Only like you in the whole realm. Don't cry. I will give 

you anything you want. What does Jing'er want?" asked Xie Ye with an evil smirk on his face. He kissed 

the little one's forehead with a chaste kiss but this only left the unsatisfied boy even angrier. 

"No! Not kiss like this. Jing'er wants a real kiss!" complains Gui Lan. 

The smile on Xie Ye's face turned even wider during this conversation. 

Xie Ye spoke and said, "A kiss I see. I will give it to my Jing'er as he wishes." 

After saying those words he pulled over the naughty one in his embrace and held on to that slender 

waist. Gui Lan was forced to straddle on top of Xie Ye while the latter lowered his head to kiss those 

plumpy ret lips that look so delicious. He didn't kiss him aggressively as he always does. 

He teased him by giving him fleeting kisses and lightly licking those soft lips. Even Gui Lan felt 

uncomforted by the fact that he suddenly held Xie Ye's head and drilled in his tongue as he wished. He 

kissed Xie Ye aggressively while the latter smiled widely at this reaction. This was the first time he had 

seen his wife act like a beast that is as if he wanted to devour him alive. 

Their tongues entangle and dance even ignoring the saliva strolling down the corner of their lips. Gui 

Pan would lightly bite his lips as if asking him to move. Only when his lover was getting tired of leading 

that Xie Ye grab the back of his wife's head and deepen their kiss further. Gui Lan could even feel Xie 

Ye's tongue all over his mouth, his gums, and even his throat. He was moaning as the wet sounds of 

kissing could be heard. 

Only when Gui Lan had to hit his solid chest to ask him to let go. Xie Ye reluctantly moved away as he 

saw his wife's face covered in tears. His eyes were misted in dazed as those red lips were swollen from 

his sucking. He couldn't stop licking his lips while contemplating. 



Xie Ye observes his wife's state once again. Due to the drug, his sensitivity is above normal. Those 

bulging pink nipples were slightly trembling as Gui Lan took a deep breath from lack of oxygen. He looks 

lewd and beautiful at the same time. A milky substance floats in water from Gui Lan's side. 

"Baby~ did you cum from a kiss? Hm~" whispered Xie Ye with an ambiguous tone. His deep yet sexy 

voice made Gui Lan shiver in unknown excitement and his body was so hot and deep inside of him the 

itchiness had only worsened. 

Gui Lan whimpers as he couldn't stop himself from rubbing near that huge and hot thing poking him 

near his gluttonous hole. Whenever he wanted to thrust that hot rod inside of him Xie Ye would stop 

him. He obviously knew that his wife was being horny. 

But he acted that he couldn't understand as he started moving his thing near that twitching hole. It was 

gentle at first until it suddenly turned vigorous and fierce yet the thing Gui Lan wanted the most didn't 

enter his little cave. 

Under such movements, Gui Lan couldn't help but keep moaning. It just increased his lust by another 

fold. As for Gui Lan's secret cave, one couldn't notice his wetness due to the water. Just as when Gui Lan 

was about to throw another tantrum Xie Ye lifted him up. Their soft skin rubbed against each other and 

the former was thrown on the soft bed. 

Gui Lan in shock and embarrassment couldn't help but close his legs yet it made him feel uncomfortable 

that he rubs them unconsciously. This scene perked the corner of Xie Ye's lips up. 

Xie Ye watched his shy lover who was closing his legs yet made it look even sexier as his holes weren't 

completely covered at all. He lowered his head and licked his earlobes nibbling on them. He even 

reached out to those peaks and flicked them teasingly, making Gui Lan gasp. 

"Ah~ Umm~" 

"Baby. What is it you want? If you don't tell me... I wouldn't know at all. Why don't baby beg for it?" 

His mind, affected by drugs, could only have the following thoughts. 

'Beg? If I beg him would he fuck me as I wish?' 

With the unbearable itchiness deep inside him, Gui Lan could no longer hold back. He slowly spread his 

legs voluntarily and reached out his hands to spread his hole in Xie Ye's direction. 

"Jing'er wants... Wants A'Xia inside~ Husband, please fuck me with your big cock. Jing'er's hole is 

hungry~..." 

Xie Ye was stunned; he never expected his lover to do such an embarrassing thing as begging. He might 

act cute and coquettish to get what he wanted but he would do it with pride or do it on his own. The 

scene was lustful and if he held back any longer he would be a man anymore. 

He jumped on his wife and did the deed. No one knew how long he did it but the comfortable humming 

sound and moans of Gui Lan can be heard afterward. This lasted for a few hours without stopping. 



At dawn, Gui Lan finally wakes up and the effects of drugs are used up. He was dazed and couldn't 

remember what he did before he fell asleep. Only the numbness of his leg and the pain in that place 

below made him realize what happened. 

Seeing Xie Ye smiling beside him with a satisfied smile. He couldn't help but pinched his cheeks to show 

his discomfort. 

"You overdid it. I couldn't even feel my lower body anymore!" complained Gui Lan. 

His lips were suddenly pecked and heard Xie Ye reply, "That only means I did a good job." 

"You beast!" 

"Baby, I'm only a beast towards you," said Xie Ye as he gently carried his wife in his arms. 

He had longed to clean them up and took a bath for the second time after Gui Lan fainted in the middle 

of the deed. Gui Lan was used to his husband carrying him and wrapped his arms around his neck. 

Suddenly Gui Lan kissed Xie Ye on his forehead catching him off guard. He kissed his ears, nose, cheeks, 

chin, and lips last. With a sweet smile on his face, he greeted. 

"Merry Christmas, My Love. I hope you are happy with me this year and in the future," said Gui Lan. 

Those kisses might be a bit childish yet made Xie Ye feel butterflies on his stomach. His heat which was 

at ease felt like it would leap out his chest. He couldn't help but chuckle and kiss his wife as well. 

"Merry Christmas. We will always be together, Jing'er" said Xie Ye. 

Only then do they leave and meet everyone at the hall. The party had long started but they were still 

welcomed warmly by their family and friends.. Christmas is indeed a special event celebrated together 

as a family. 

 


